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Abstract
Lipid derived signals mediate many stress and defense responses in multicellular eukaryotes.
Among these are the jasmonates, potently active signaling compounds in plants. Jasmonic
acid (JA) and 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA) are the two best known members of the
large jasmonate family. This thesis further investigates their roles as signals using genomic
and proteomic approaches. The study is based on a simple genetic model involving two key
genes. The ﬁrst is allene oxide synthase (AOS ), encoding the most important enzyme in
generating jasmonates. The second is coronatine insensitive 1 (COI1 ), a gene involved
in all currently documented canonical signaling responses. We asked the simple question: do
null mutations in AOS and COI1 have analogous eﬀects on the transcriptome ? We found
that they do not. If most COI1-dependent genes were also AOS-dependent, the expression
of a zinc-ﬁnger protein was AOS-dependent but was unaﬀected by the coi1-1 mutation. We
thus supposed that a jasmonate member, most probably OPDA, can alter gene expression
partially independently of COI1. Conversely, the expression of at least three genes, one of
these is a protein kinase, was shown to be COI1-dependent but did not require a functional
AOS protein. We conclude that a non-jasmonate signal might alter gene expression through
COI1. Proteomic comparison of coi1-1 and aos plants conﬁrmed these observations and
highlighted probable protein degradation processes controlled by jasmonates and COI1 in
the wounded leaf. This thesis revealed new functions for COI1 and for AOS-generated
oxylipins in the jasmonate signaling pathway.
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Résumé
Les signaux dérivés d'acides gras sont des médiateurs de réponses aux stress et de la défense
des eucaryotes multicellulaires. Parmi eux, les jasmonates sont de puissants composés de sig-
nalisation chez les plantes. L'acide jasmonique (JA) et l'acide 12-oxo-phytodienoïc (OPDA)
sont les deux membres les mieux caractérisés de la grande famille des jasmonates. Cette thèse
étudie plus profondément leurs rôles de signalisation en utilisant des approches génomique
et protéomique. Cette étude est basée sur un modèle génétique simple n'impliquant que
deux gènes. Le premier est l'allene oxyde synthase (AOS ) qui encode l'enzyme la plus
importante pour la fabrication des jasmonates. Le deuxième est coronatine insensitive
1 (COI1 ) qui est impliqué dans la totalité des réponses aux jasmonates connues à ce jour.
Nous avons posé la question suivante : est-ce que les mutations nulles dans les gènes AOS
et COI1 ont des eﬀets analogues sur le transcriptome ? Nous avons trouvé que ce n'était
pas le cas. Si la majorité des gènes dépendants de COI1 sont également dépendants d'AOS,
l'expression d'un gène codant pour une protéine formée de doigts de zinc n'est pas aﬀectée
par la mutation de COI1 tout en étant dépendante d'AOS. Nous avons donc supposé qu'un
membre de la famille des jasmonates, probablement OPDA, pouvait modiﬁer l'expression
de certains gènes indépendamment de COI1. Inversement, nous avons montré que, tout en
étant dépendante de COI1, l'expression d'au moins trois gènes, dont un codant pour une
protéine kinase, n'était pas aﬀectée par l'absence d'une protéine AOS fonctionnelle. Nous
en avons conclu qu'un signal autre qu'un jasmonate devait modiﬁer l'expression de certains
gènes à travers COI1. La comparaison par protéomique de plantes aos et coi1-1 a conﬁrmé
ces observations et a mis en évidence un probable processus de dégradation de protéines
contrôlé par les jasmonates et COI1. Cette thèse a mis en avant de nouvelles fonctions
pour COI1 et pour des oxylipines générées par AOS dans le cadre de la signalisation par les
jasmonates.
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16:3 hexadecatrienoic acid
18:3 linolenic acid
AGI arabidopsis genome initiative
AOC allene oxide cyclase
AOS allene oxide synthase
CATMA complete arabidopsis transcriptome microarray
COI coronatine insensitive
CPE cyclopentenone
dnOPDA dinor-oxo-phytodienoic acid
EST expressed sequence tag
ET ethylene
FAD fatty acid desaturase
Fv/Fm measure of photosystem II ﬂuorescence
GST gene speciﬁc tag
HPL hydroperoxide lyse, synonymous of hemiacetal synthase
HPOTrE hydroperoxylinolenic acid
JA jasmonic acid
JAR jasmonate response
LOX lipoxygenase
MALDI-TOF matrix-associated laser desorption ionization time of ﬂight
MGDG monogalactosildiacylglicerol
MJ, MeJA methyl-jasmonate
NO nitric oxide
OPDA 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid
OPR OPDA reductase
PR pathogenesis related
ROS reactive oxygen species
SA salicylic acid
SAR systemic acquired resistance
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1 Introduction
Plants are continuously challenged by many stresses that they cannot physically escape
because they are anchored to the ground through the root system. To defend themselves,
they modify their morphology, their physiology and their metabolism. Stresses could be
abiotic; like cold, heat, salinity and drought, or biotic; the attack by herbivores like insects
or by fungi, bacteria or viruses. Wounding (for a review, see [1]) is an injury that could
originate either from an abiotic aggression (like wind or sand) or a biotic attack (usually
herbivory). This work concerns wound signaling in Arabidopsis thaliana, focusing on the
involvement of jasmonates, a family of oxygenated lipid-derived signaling compounds.
1.1 Wounding
In contrast to mammals, plants do not have specialized mobile cells devoted to immune
responses and to wound healing. Therefore, each cell should, in theory, be competent
to activate defense responses, which are largely dependent on transcriptional activation of
defense-speciﬁc genes. Proteins encoded by these wound-inducible genes may play one of
the following functions: (i) producing substances that inhibit growth of the herbivore, i.e.
those lowering the digestibility of the plant tissue or producing a toxin; (ii) participating in
the activation of wound defense signaling pathways; (iii) adjusting plant metabolism to the
imposed nutritional demands or (iv) repairing of damaged plant tissue.
Breakage of the external physical barrier (cuticle, suberin layer or trichomes) provides a
potential opening for opportunistic pathogen invasion. Plants react by surrounding the local
wound with callose [2, 3] and antimicrobial compounds like alkaloids [4, 5] and tannins [6, 7].
The ﬁrst wound-inducible proteins identiﬁed in plants included proteinase inhibitors I and
II from tomato and tobacco [8, 9, 7]. These alter protein digestion in animals. Wounding
also triggers a systemic response. For example, inducible toxic compounds are produced to
counteract a later attack on undamaged tissues [1, 7].
Wound signaling occurs between minutes and hours after the injury and involves many types
of molecules. They are structurally diverse and include the oligopeptide systemin [10] (in
solanaceous plants), oligosaccharides released from the damaged cell walls [11] and molecules
with hormonal activity like jasmonates [12], ethylene [13] and abscissic acid [14]. The primary
11
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signal is still unknown. Plant wound responses require an interconnection between these
molecules and the relative proportion of them is crucial for an accurate defense.
Upon injury, there is a release of oligogalacturonides from the damaged cell wall. These
oligosaccharides are elicitors of plant defense, inducing the production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) [15] and stimulating the synthesis of proteinase inhibitors [16] in solanaceous
plants. Oligogalacturonides may not only be released by mechanical damage, but also under
a biologically controlled polygalacuronase activity [17]. Thus, even if these molecules are
not mobile, oligogalacturonide-induced genes may be induced distally through the systemic
activation of a polygalacturonase [1].
In Arabidopsis, at least two diﬀerent wound signaling pathways lead to gene induction or re-
pression. A jasmonate-dependent pathway and a jasmonate-independent pathway activated
by oligogalacturonides [18, 19, 20]. Several wound-inducible genes are not induced by ap-
plication of jasmonate [18] or still induced in the jasmonate-insensitive coi1-1 mutant plant
[21]. Reymond et al. showed that many of the coi1-1 -independent wound-induced genes were
also induced by water stress. It seems that in Arabidopsis, the oligogalacturonide-dependent
pathway represses locally, through the production and perception of ethylene in damaged
tissue, the jasmonate pathway, whereas in distal leaves, this repression does not occur and
the jasmonate-dependent pathway is fully operative [22].
Large-scale microarray studies revealed that the jasmonate-dependent pathway controls at
least half of the wound-inducible genes [21, 23]. This work will focus on speciﬁc roles of two
members of the jasmonate family, 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA) and jasmonic acid (JA),
using mutants impaired in the synthesis of these molecules (opr3 and aos) and a mutant
insensitive to JA (coi1-1 ).
1.2 The jasmonic acid pathway
The jasmonate pathway [24, 25] takes its name from jasmonic acid (JA), one of the most
studied plant hormones involved in development (principally in fertility) and in defense. All
members of this pathway are fatty acid derived compounds, originating from the polyunsat-
urated fatty acid linolenic acid (18:3). A parallel pathway originating from hexadecatrienoic
acid (16:3) exists in many plants including Arabidopsis [26, 25].
The involvement of the jasmonate pathway during development was observed with jasmonate-
deﬁcient (opr3 [27], aos [28]) or insensitive (coi1-1 [29]) mutants that are male sterile in
Arabidopsis. In Arabidopsis, the sterility is due to defective pollen development, a lack of
anther elongation and a disorder in timing of pollen release [27, 30]. Surprisingly, in tomato,
absence of jasmonate reduces female sterility [31]. JA is not the only jasmonate member
involved in developmental processes. Its precursor 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA) may
12
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be involved in tendril coiling of Bryonia dioica [32].
Based on the observation that proteinase inhibitors were induced by JA [12], the idea that
JA could play a role in plant defense emerged. Now, many defense genes are known to
be JA inducible [21, 33]. Genetic evidence has demonstrated the importance of the JA
pathway for direct defense against arthropods and pathogens [34, 35, 36, 37, 21, 31]. If
initially, jasmonates were associated with resistance against necrotrophic pathogens and cell
wall degrading bacteria, new ﬁndings highlight JA-mediated resistance against the biotrophic
fungal pathogen powdery mildew (Erysiphe cichoracearum) [38]. Interestingly, JA is implied
in the establishment of an induced systemic resistance against pathogens that takes place in
contact with non-pathogenic rhizobacteria [39].
Jasmonic acid is the most studied compound of the pathway. Nevertheless, growing evidence
shows that other intermediates or derived compounds are active in plant defense. Their
biochemical generation is described in the next sub-section.
1.2.1 The jasmonate biochemical pathway
The biosynthesis of jasmonates (Figure 1.1) in leaves originates in the chloroplast by the lib-
eration of linolenic acid (18:3) or hexadecatrienoic acid (16:3) from pools of monogalactosil-
diacylglicerol (MGDG) presumably through the action of one or more galactolipid acyl trans-
ferases. In ﬂowers, a phospholipase A1 is implicated in male fertility [40]. 13-lipoxygenases
(13-LOXs) then add molecular oxygen to these fatty acids to generate an unstable hydroper-
oxide that undergoes a cyclization resulting from the action of two successive enzymes, allene
oxide synthase (AOS) and allene oxide cyclase (AOC), to form an 18-carbon-cyclopentenone
called 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA) and, by inference, dinor-oxo-phytodienoic acid
(dnOPDA, 16 carbons). These molecules are either esteriﬁed to MGDG and stored in mem-
branes or get reduced by OPDA reductase 3 (OPR3) to the cyclopentanone OPC:8 which
enters β-oxidation to produce the 12-carbon jasmonic acid (JA) [41, 24, 42]. JA can be
further metabolized to produce a large range of derivatives. Methylation produces a volatile
methyl-jasmonate (MJ) [43], decarboxylation gives rise to the formation of another volatile,
(Z)-jasmone (cJ) [44], and conjugation to amino acids generate JA-Isoleucine (JA-Ile) or
JA-1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (JA-ACC) [45]. Another route of modiﬁcation is
hydroxylation and subsequent sulfonation [46].
It should be noted that fatty acid hydroperoxides can also be converted to non-jasmonate
oxylipins (C6 and C9 aldehydes and alcohols) by the action of hemiacetal synthase (hy-
droperoxide lyase, HPL) [47] or to divinyl ether phytoalexins [48, 49] by the action of the
divinyl ether synthase (absent in Arabidopsis). We should also point out that the lipoxyge-
nase involved in the jasmonate pathway add molecular oxygen to the carbon 13 of fatty acids
and that a far less studied pool of oxylipins is produced by the action of 9-lipoxygenases [50].
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Figure 1.1: The jasmonate biochemical pathway
Generation of jasmonates starts with the liberation of free linolenic acid (18:3) or
hexadecatrienoic acid (16:3) from membranes. Molecular oxygen is then added
in position 13 to form an instable hydroperoxyde (13-HPOTrE) that is rapidly
converted to an allene oxide form (12,13 EOTrE). This molecule is then cy-
clized to form the cyclopentenone 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA) or dinor-
oxo-phytodienoic acid (dnOPDA) which are either esteriﬁed to monogalactosyl-
diacylglicerol (MGDG) or reduced to the cyclopentanone forms which enter three
(or two for dnOPDA) cycles of β-oxidation to reach the 12-carbon cyclopentanone
jasmonic acid (JA).
JA can be modiﬁed in many ways; conjugation with amino acids to form
jasmonate-isoleucine (JA-Ile) or the ethylene precursor 1-aminocyclopropane-1-
carboxylic acid (JA-ACC), decarboxylation to form the volatile cis-jasmone (cJ),
methylation to form the volatile methyl-jasmonate (MJ), hydroxylation to form
hydroxy-jasmonate (12-OHJA) or reduction to form 9,10-dihydrojasmonate (9,
10-dJA). The electrophilic motif of OPDA and dnOPDA is highlighted in red.
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Free fatty acids can also be non-enzymatically oxidized to phytoprostanes [51, 52], some of
which resemble OPDA, but no jasmonate-related function for these molecules has yet been
discovered.
This work focuses on two jasmonates, JA and OPDA.
1.2.1.1 JA
The level of JA in plants varies as a function of tissue and cell type, developmental stage and
in response to several diﬀerent environmental stimuli [24]. High levels of JA are observed in
early stages of germination and in ﬂowers and in pericarp tissues of developing reproductive
structures [53]. Wind, touch and water deﬁcit also induce high JA levels [24]. Jasmonates
also accumulate in response to wounding [54, 21, 55, 42]. In Arabidopsis leaves, a concentra-
tion of 12 nmol/g fresh weight was measured 2 hours after wounding representing a 10-fold
increase over the level in resting tissue [21].
Jasmonates modulate the expression of numerous genes and inﬂuence speciﬁc aspects of
plant growth, development, and responses to abiotic and biotic stresses [33]. JA and MeJA
inhibit the germination of non-dormant seeds and can stimulate the germination of dormant
seeds [24]. JA strongly inhibits root growth [56] and this property was extensively used to
isolate jasmonate signaling mutants [57, 58]. As mentioned above, JA is implied in male
fertility in Arabidopsis and female fertility in tomato.
Three types of evidence support the importance of JA for insect and disease resistance. The
ﬁrst is the accumulation of JA in wounded [21] or infected plants [59]. The second one
is the activation by JA of protective genes against fungi (thionins, osmotins, defensins) or
herbivores (proteinase inhibitors). The third line of evidence comes from JA-deﬁcient mutant
plants that are more sensitive to pathogen infection [36] and from JA over-accumulating
plants that have enhanced resistance to pathogens [60].
Several jasmonate derivatives were assigned biological functions. Methyl-jasmonate is an
airborne signal capable of diﬀusing through intercellular airspaces within the plant [61] and
possibly even between plants [12] to activate the expression of defense related genes. JAR1
is an enzyme that conjugates isoleucine (and other amino acids) to jasmonic acid [45]. Root
growth is strongly inhibited by JA in wild-type plants but not in jar1 mutant. Unlike
JA, application of JA-Ile to jar1 plants restores the wild-type phenotype, demonstrating a
biological function of jasmonate conjugates [45].
1.2.1.2 OPDA
12-oxo-phytodienoic (OPDA) and its 16-carbon homolog dinor-oxo-phytodienoic acid (dnOPDA)
are cyclopentenone molecules, synthesized in the chloroplast and are precursors of jasmonic
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acid. Levels of OPDA and dnOPDA are regulated by the plant, and induction to 8 and 5
nmol/g fresh weight for OPDA, respectively dnOPDA is observed 6 hours after wounding
of Arabidopsis leaves [21]. OPDA has received far less attention than its cyclopentanone
derivative, JA. Nevertheless, speciﬁc biological properties were proposed both in mechan-
otransduction and defense responses [32, 55].
OPDA methyl ester was found to be considerably more active than methyl jasmonate in
inducing Bryonia dioica tendril coiling [32]. Moreover, OPDA methyl ester acts much faster
than methyl jasmonate which is very diﬃcult to reconcile with a precursor function of this
compound. Stintzi et al. [55] studied the resistance of Arabidopsis plants to Alternaria bras-
sicicola and the dipterian insect Bradysia impatiens in wt, coi1-1, fad3-2, 7-2, 8 (triple fad)
and opr3 mutants. coi1-1 plants are insensitive to jasmonates and fad3-2, 7-2, 8 is unable
to synthesize the trienoic fatty acids precursors of the jasmonate pathway. opr3 plants lacks
the conversion of OPDA to JA. If coi1-1 and fad3-2, 7-2, 8 plants were highly susceptible
to the pathogens, opr3 plants showed a wt like resistance meaning that a precursor of JA
should be responsible for the resistance. The most likely candidate is OPDA.
In addition to having a jasmonate like structure, OPDA possesses an α, β-unsaturated car-
bonyl group (highlighted in Figure 1.1) conferring electrophilic properties to the molecule.
Some reactive electrophiles are powerful cytotoxins accumulating at the site of lesion forma-
tion during pathogen attack [62] and some are able to control defense gene expression [63].
Therefore, the transcriptional regulatory function of OPDA could be split into a jasmonate
eﬀect acting through COI1 and an electrophilic eﬀect probably independent of COI1 [55].
Nevertheless, OPDA and dnOPDA are weak electrophiles, so this eﬀect may be subtle.
1.2.2 The canonical jasmonate signaling pathway
Unlike the biosynthesis of jasmonic acid, its signal transduction pathway (reviewed in [64]
and [65]) is less well understood (Figure 1.2). How stimuli are perceived and how jasmonate
biosynthesis is subsequently induced is yet not clear. The cev1 mutant has constitutive
accumulation of jasmonate and ethylene. This phenotype can be abolished in the cev1,
coi1-1, etr1 triple mutant indicating that CEV1 acts in the early stage of stress percep-
tion/transduction. CEV1 encodes a cellulose synthase linking cell wall integrity with JA
production [66, 38].
The synthesis of JA in ﬂowers starts with the liberation of unsaturated fatty acids from
membranes. This is proposed to be catalyzed by a phospholipase A1 called DAD1 [40]. The
dad1 mutant is male sterile and its promoter is highly active in the ﬁlaments of stamens
where JA is required. However, the dad1 mutant is signiﬁcantly competent for the wound-
induced formation of JA in leaves, implicating other lipases (probably galactolipases and/or
phospholipase D [67]) [40]. Next, is the well characterized JA biosynthetic pathway starting
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C O I 1
Figure 1.2: Arabidopsis jasmonate signaling pathway
In blue are chemical compounds, is orange are enzymes involved in jasmonate
biosynthesis, in red are proteins involved in regulating jasmonate signaling and in
green are symbolized two groups of target genes. Plain arrows represent positive
interactions and broken lines represent negative interactions.
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with 13-lipoxygenase [68], allene oxide synthase (AOS) [69] and allene oxide cyclase (AOC)
[70] for the production of OPDA that gets reduced by an OPDA reductase (OPR3) [27] and
followed by three cycles of β-oxidation to reach JA. JA can induce the expression of its own
biosynthetic genes [71].
If the receptor(s) of JA is yet unknown (some speculate that it is COI1 itself), many proteins
acting downstream of JA have been isolated. Two massive protein complexes are at the
center of the signal network. The ﬁrst one is the SCFCOI1 E3-ubiquitin ligase complex
that is made of the F-Box protein COI1, Skp-like proteins, cullin and AtRbx1 [72, 73].
SCF complexes have ubiquitin E3-ligase functions and so target proteins for degradation.
The proteins ubiquitinated by the SCFCO1 complex are unknown, but strong candidates
are transcriptional repressors. SGT1b protein is required for the correct assembly of SCF
complexes and thus for eﬃcient target protein degradation [74]. SCFCO1 associates with
the COP9 signalosome (CSN), an evolutionarily conserved, nucleus-enriched multi-protein
complex [33]. Together, they form the core of the canonical jasmonate signaling pathway,
regulating most, if not all jasmonate-responsive genes.
Downstream of the SCFCOI1/ CSN complex are other regulatory proteins identiﬁed by
reverse genetics. MYC2 is a basic helix-loop-helix leucin zipper transcription factor that
is induced by JA. It regulates two groups of JA-responsive genes. It up-regulates wound-
responsive genes and down-regulates pathogen-responsive genes. Not surprisingly, myc2
mutant plants show an increased resistance to pathogens [58]. The MPK4 protein kinase is
very rapidly activated after wounding (2-5 min). A study of the mpk4 mutant revealed that
this protein is a negative regulator of systemic acquired resistance and salicylic acid (SA)
accumulation and promotes JA perception/responses required for induction of PDF1.2 and
Thi2.1 [75]. WRKY70 is a transcription factor that represses some jasmonate-responsive
genes. It is down-regulated by JA. In contrast, WRKY70 positively regulates the SA pathway
[76]. The cos1 mutant was identiﬁed in a suppressor screen of the coi1 mutation. The double
mutant has a partially restored phenotype, but is still male sterile [77]. The COS1 protein
was identiﬁed as a lumazine synthase involved in the penultimate step of the riboﬂavin
synthesis. So, either riboﬂavin or its precursor 6,7-dimethyl-8-ribityllumazine are responsible
for repression of some jasmonate-responsive genes [77].
As mention in the above paragraph, the JA pathway works in relationship with other signal-
ing pathways. MPK4 and WRKY70 link the jasmonate signal pathway with the SA signal
pathway. SA seems to antagonize the JA pathway because both mutants show a down-
regulation of SA-responsive genes and an induction of JA-responsive genes [75, 76]. NPR1
is an ankrin-repeat containing protein that has a multimeric cytosolic form active for JA
repression and a nuclear monomeric form mediating SA-responsive gene induction [78]. The
axr1 (auxin resistant 1) mutation can aﬀect a wide range of signaling pathways, including
JA. The protein is though to participate in protein ubiquitination catalyzed by E3-ligases
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AOS
T-DNA
0.5 kb
Figure 1.3: The AOS gene and ﬂanking genomic region are designated by open box and bold
lines, respectively. The heme-binding domain of AOS is indicated by a closed
box. The open triangle shows the T-DNA position in the exon region of AOS.
The AOS gene contains no intron.
like SCFCOI1 [79]. The JA pathway is also linked to the ethylene pathway through ERF1.
ERF1 needs both JA and ethylene for its induction and over-expression of this protein
can partially rescue both the coi1-1 and the ein2.1 phenotypes. This protein controls the
expression of jasmonate and ethylene-responsive genes [80].
The present work aims to dissect the jasmonate pathway by ﬁrst comparing OPDA and JA
and second by comparing the aos and coi1-1 mutants. We used three mutants that will be
described in further detail in the next paragraphs.
1.2.2.1 AOS
AOS is a single gene encoding the CYP74A protein which is capable of converting 9- or
13-hydroperoxides (HPOTrEs) to unstable allene oxides that get rapidly cyclized by the
enzyme AOC. Because of the acute instability of the allene oxide, AOS and AOC must be
linked functionally and perhaps physically. Alternatively, allene oxide can be spontaneously
hydrolyzed to α- or γ-ketols [81]. No biological function is assigned to these molecules. Only
one fatty acid hydroperoxide, 13-HPOTrE, is the precursor of OPDA.
The Arabidopsis AOS promoter is activated by a variety of signals including jasmonic acid,
wounding, OPDA and SA, indicating that regulation of the expression of the AOS protein
might exert a major control on JA signaling [82]. However, in Arabidopsis and tobacco, it
appears that wound-induced JA synthesis is regulated by the supply of substrate to AOS
rather than by the amount of the AOS protein. In these plants, the release of linolenic acid
from lipids may represent the key regulatory step in wound-induced JA synthesis [83].
Because the AOS gene is a single copy in Arabidopsis [84], a mutation would block the
synthesis of all jasmonates and the plant would be impaired in wound response and in anther
development. Two such mutants were recently isolated. The ﬁrst [85] is a T-DNA tagged
line with the insertion point sitting close to the invariant heme binding domain (Figure 1.3).
The mutant is in a glabrous (gl1 ) background. Wounding of this mutant failed to induce
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VSP2 and LOX2 genes because of the absence of JA [85]. When talking about the aos
mutant in this work, we will refer to this plant.
Another aos mutant called delayed-dehiscence2-2 (dde2-2 ) was identiﬁed in an En1/Spm2
transposon-induced mutant population screened for plants showing defects in fertility [86].
The mutation is caused by a frameshift at amino acid 132, creating a stop codon at amino
acid 147. Application of JA or overexpression of the AOS gene rescued the mutant phenotype
[86].
1.2.2.2 OPR3
Five OPDA reductases are present in the Arabidopsis genome. OPR3 was found to be
involved in the JA pathway, reducing OPDA to 12-oxo-phytoenoic acid (OPC:8) much more
eﬃciently than OPR1 and OPR2 [87]. The biological function of the two other OPRs is still
unknown.
The expression of the OPR3 gene is induced by brassinosteroids, jasmonic acid (JA), and
by a variety of stimuli like UV-light, touch, wind, wounding, and application of a detergent
[88]. The enzyme is probably located in the peroxisome, meaning that OPDA has to shuttle
between chloroplast and peroxisome to be converted into JA [27].
One allele of opr3 mutant was described by two diﬀerent groups and was named opr3 [27] or
deﬁcient in anther dehiscence 1 [30]. The plants are male sterile, and accumulate OPDA but
not JA when wounded. Therefore, this plant was used to study gene regulation by OPDA in
the absence of JA. When exogenous OPDA and JA were applied to opr3 plants, some genes,
like VSP, were strictly induced by JA, while others were induced by both compounds [55].
A subset of OPDA-induced genes was also revealed and interestingly, the activation of these
genes was COI1-independent, suggesting an induction triggered by the electrophile eﬀect of
OPDA [55]. It appeared that these genes were presumably not responsible for the resistance
of opr3 plants to the fungus Alternaria brassicicola or the insect Bradisia infestans, because
of the susceptibility of coi1-1 plants. Taken together, these results provide strong support
for an active role of OPDA, that is diﬀerent from JA, during plant defense [55]. This view
has been questioned since β−oxidation to produce JA is necessary to herbivore defense in
tomato [42].
1.2.2.3 COI1
COI1 is a 66 kD protein with an F-box motif and 16 leucine-rich repeats [89]. It associates
in vivo to form a functional E3-ubiquitin ligase complex, SCFCOI1, which could target
transcriptional repressors for degradation by the 26S proteasome [72, 73]. SCFCOI1 complex
is physically associated with the COP9 signalosome complex (CSN). Lack of one of these
partners leads to JA insensitivity [33].
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Coronatine insensitive (coi) mutants were selected from a population of ethyl methansul-
fonate mutagenized plants for their absence of inhibition of root growth in a medium con-
taining coronatine, a JA related compound produced by Pseudomonas syringae [29]. coi1-1
was the best characterized mutant of this population. It is male sterile (impaired in cor-
rect anther development) and insensitive to JA. This mutation appears to be central for
jasmonate perception and all, or almost all, jasmonate responses occur through COI1 [33].
No other jasmonate mutant has been mapped between JA and COI1. It is yet unknown if
other signaling pathways are regulated by COI1.
Studies involving these three mutants have and will enable the dissection of the jasmonate
pathway. OPDA-responsive genes and proteins can be identiﬁed by being induced or re-
pressed upon a stimulus (like wounding) in opr3 but not in aos plants. JA-responsive genes
would be induced in wild-type but not in any of these mutants. Comparing coi1-1 and
aos could answer two important questions; are all jasmonate-responsive genes or proteins
COI1-dependent, in other terms, is the aos mutant epistatic to the coi1-1 mutant and sec-
ond, does COI1 regulate only JA-responsive genes and proteins, meaning that there is no
AOS-independent gene or protein that is COI1-dependent ?
1.3 Other defense signaling pathways
As mentioned in Figure 1.2, the jasmonate pathway interacts with other signaling pathways,
some of them involved in defense [90]. This is the case for ethylene, where the eﬀect is often
synergistic and salicylate where the eﬀect is mostly antagonistic.
1.3.1 Salicylic acid (SA)
In plants, SA can act as an important signal in defense against pathogens [91]. It is both
required at the local infection site for the induction of defenses and the constraint of virulent
pathogens, and throughout the plant for the establishment of systemic acquired resistance
(SAR). SAR is a pathogen induced defense system, involving the necrosis of infected cells,
that is active systemically against a broad range of pathogens [92]. SA is synthesized from
chorismate by the isochorismate synthase (ICS) [93]. In Arabidopsis, sid2 is a mutant of
ICS unable to accumulate wild-type level of SA [94].
The relation between SA and JA is mutually antagonistic, meaning that activation of one
signal pathway represses the other. In Arabidopsis, genetic evidence has highlighted this
inhibition. pad4 and eds4 mutants are impaired in SA accumulation. They both have
enhanced responses to inducers of JA-dependent gene expression [95]. NPR1 is involved in
the SA-induced inhibition of the JA response [78]. On the other hand, characterization of
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three mutants involved in JA signaling, coi1, mpk4 and ssi2 provide genetic evidence of
inhibition of the SA response by JA. These mutants show constitutive SA-enhanced defense
responses and are more resistant to Pseudomonas syringae and Peronospora parasitica, two
pathogens activating the SA pathway and susceptible to SA-dependent defense reactions.
[75, 96].
Pathogens may use the antagonism by activating one harmless pathway and thus repress-
ing the other aggressive defense system. The production of coronatine by Pseudomonas
like Pseudomonas syringae may have the eﬀect of inducing the JA pathway and therefore
repressing the SA pathway that normally stimulates the production of harmful PR proteins.
1.3.2 Ethylene (ET) and others
ET is a gaseous hormone involved in development as well as in defense [97]. In Arabidopsis,
the pattern of altered pathogen responses of the ein2 ET-signaling mutant often parallels
that of the coi1 or jar1 JA signaling mutants. Many defense-related genes are synergistically
induced by or require both JA and ET for activation (e.g.: PDF1.2, THI2.1, HEL, CHIB)
[98]. Not surprisingly, other genes are induced or repressed by JA or by ET [99]. Moreover,
induced systemic resistance (ISR) triggered by the root-colonizing bacterium Pseudomonas
ﬂuorescens also involves both JA and ET [100].
Other signaling molecules are involved in plant defense. An increase in intracellular Ca2+
concentration is one of the ﬁrst responses of a plant cell challenged by a pathogen [101].
Ca2+ signaling involves several phosphorylation / dephosphorylation steps and leads to PR
gene expression and reactive oxygen species (ROS) production [101]. Genetic evidence has
shown that increased ROS concentrations lead to pathogen resistance and to spontaneous cell
death whereas decreased levels of ROS enhanced the susceptibility to pathogens [101]. The
concentration of nitric oxide (NO) increases upon pathogen attack or wounding. NO is able
to activate defense genes like PAL and PR1, and stimulates hydrogen peroxide generation
and increases the cytosolic concentration of Ca2+. NO acts synergistically with SA and
inhibits JA-dependent gene induction. NO also helps to regulate cell death [102].
1.4 Goals of the thesis
As mentioned in section 1.2.1, the biosynthetic reactions leading to JA production are well
known. However, jasmonic acid has received most attention in terms of its biological role,
while other members of the jasmonate family were for long considered as biosynthetic pre-
cursors. Recently, OPDA, dnOPDA and JA-Ile were linked to biological responses but a lot
of work is still to be done to identify speciﬁc targets for these molecules as well as for other
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jasmonates. Using the microarray technique, this thesis work will ﬁrst try to discover strict
OPDA-responsive genes and JA-responsive genes. Using these markers in combination with
mutants, we will try to distinguish distinct biological roles for these molecules in response
to a wound at local as well as at distal sites.
Our knowledge of JA signaling is still incomplete. JA receptor(s) as well as the JA repres-
sor that gets targeted by the SCFCOI1/CSN complex for degradation are two crucial but
unknown signaling proteins. Furthermore, the SCFCOI1/ CSN complex seems to have a
central position. But, is really all JA signaling acting through this complex and is this com-
plex regulating only the JA pathway? These two fundamental questions can be addressed by
comparing the Arabidopsis aos mutant (impaired in jasmonate synthesis) and coi1 mutant
(impaired in jasmonate signaling). The analogy of these mutations was tested by studying
the transcriptome and the proteome of wounded plants.
The following chapter lists the methods used during this work. Because a lot of microarray
data were generated, the third chapter presents a microarray database (Nomad) installed
and optimized to facilitate the extraction of biological knowledge from raw data. The fourth
chapter lays out the design of a jasmonate reporter microarray as well as the global transcrip-
tome of Arabidopsis leaves treated with OPDA and JA. The ﬁfth chapter focus on speciﬁc
roles of OPDA and JA in wound signaling. The sixth chapter deals with the analogy between
the aos and the coi1 mutations. Finally, the seventh chapter presents the proteomics of the
wound response and the implication of jasmonates in this process.
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2 Material and methods
2.1 Plant growth and biological treatments
2.1.1 Plant materials and growth conditions
Two Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia ecotype seeds were sown in 7 cm diameter pots con-
taining potting compost and vernalized for 4 days at 4C. Plants were then grown for 6 to
7 weeks in a growth room (20C at 70% relative humidity and with 10 hr of light at 100
µE m−2 sec−1). The jasmonate response mutant coi1-1 [29] was obtained from J. Turner
(University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK). Because this mutation is recessive and causes
male sterility, we identiﬁed coi1-1 mutants in F2 plants grown from self-fertile F1 plants.
Seeds were germinated on Murashige and Skoog medium (Duchefa, the Netherlands) con-
taining 3% sucrose and 50 µM jasmonate and incubated under light (150 µE m−2 sec−1)
for 10 days in a growth chamber. Homozygous coi1-1 mutants showing normal greening of
leaves and no inhibition of root growth [29] were transferred to pots, as described earlier.
aos mutants [28] were obtained from K. Feldmann. opr3 mutants [27] were provided by A.
Stintzi. Transcriptomic studies were done with a coi1-1 gl1 double mutant obtained from
J. G. Turner and proteomic studies were done with a non glabrous coi1-1 mutant obtained
from J. Glazebrook.
2.1.2 Chemical treatments
OPDA (Larodan, Malmö, Sweeden) and JA (Sigma, Buchs, Switzerland) were inﬁltrated as
10 nmol per leaf (except for Figure 4.1). Before inﬁltration, OPDA was concentrated by
solvent (EtOH) evaporation and was dissolved in 2 µl of MeOH, representing less than 0.5%
of ﬁnal volume. OPDA was then dissolved into water to reach a concentration of 1 nmol /
µl. To improve solubilization, OPDA solution was sonicated 3 times each for 8 sec. OPDA
(10 µl) was inﬁltrated into the abaxial surface of the leaf with an insulin syringe without a
needle. JA was directly dissolved into H2O. Control leaves were inﬁltrated water containing
the same concentration of MeOH.
Spraying of OPDA and JA was done with a 500 µM concentration in 40% acetone, 59.8%
H2O and 0.2% Tween 20, sprayed at 1 ml / pot (= 2 plants).
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Volatile MeJA (Sigma, Buchs, Switzerland) treatment was done in hermetic plexiglas boxes
(11.4 l) by applying 4.6 µmol of MeJA on a Q-tip (ﬁnal concentration of 400 nmol per l. air
volume).
After chemical treatment, plants were placed in growth room for 180 min. (100 µE m-2 s-1)
and leaves were then frozen in liquid nitrogen.
2.1.3 Wounding
For gene expression analysis, wounding was done according to [21]. All rosette leaves (or
half of the leaves for RNS1 expression studies) of plants were crushed several times across
the apical lamina with a forceps, which eﬀectively wounded approximately 40% of the leaf
area.
For proteomic studies, 4 leaves were cut with a razor blade across the whole surface at
intervals of approximately 1 to 2 mm. The main vein and the edges of the leaf were left
undamaged.
Plants were placed in a growth room for 180 min. (100 µE m-2 s-1) and leaves were then
harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen.
2.2 cDNA microarray
cDNA microarray studies were done as described in [21, 23].
2.2.1 Target preparation
12K EST microarray (BigChip)
A set of 12,135 EST was obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (Colum-
bus, OH). The cDNA inserts were ampliﬁed with universal primers M13 forward 5'-GTT-
TTCCCAGTCACGTTG-3' and M13 reverse 5'-TGAGCGGATAACAATTTCACACAG-3'
using PCR. The PCR products were checked for quality by gel electrophoresis, puriﬁed with
a QIAquick-96 PCR puriﬁcation kit (Qiagen, Basel, Switzerland) [23].
25K GST microarray (CATMA)
A set of 24,942 Gene Speciﬁc Tags (GST) relative to 21,606 unique AGI identiﬁers were
designed in the CATMA project [103]. The 150 to 400 nt speciﬁc tags were PCR-ampliﬁed
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using gene speciﬁc sets of primers1. PCR products were puriﬁed with MultiScreen96PCR
Filter Plates (Millipore, Volketswil, Switzerland) and veriﬁed by gel electrophoresis.
A jasmonate reporter microarray
ESTs were ampliﬁed as described for the BigChip. Only ampliﬁcations giving a single product
were selected and sequenced. GSTs were prepared as described for the CATMA microarray.
70mer oligonucleotides were either designed by Operon2 or using the OligoWiz software [104].
Oligos were synthesized by Operon (Operon Biotechnologies, Cologne, Germany).
Printing was done according to [21].
2.2.2 RNA purification
Detailed descriptions and protocols for RNA and mRNA puriﬁcation are described in [21]
and at http://www2.unil.ch/ibpv/microarrays.htm. Brieﬂy, total RNA was extracted
by phenol:chloroform separation and lithium chloride precipitation. RNA was washed with
sodium acetate and ethanol. mRNA was puriﬁed using mRNA puriﬁcation kit from Qiagen
(Qiagen, Basel, Switzerland) according to the manufacturer's instructions. If total RNA
was used for probe labeling (25K GST microarray), a further puriﬁcation step with RNeasy
(Qiagen, Basel, Switzerland) was conducted according to the manufacturer's instructions.
2.2.3 Probe labeling and hybridization
Detailed description and protocol for probe labeling and hybridization are described in [21]
and at http://www2.unil.ch/ibpv/microarrays.htm. Brieﬂy, hybridization of BigChips
and jasmonate reporter microarrays was done with probe labeled from mRNA whereas
CATMA were hybridized with probe labeled from total RNA. dCTP-Cy3 and dCTP-Cy5
were incorporated during reverse transcription of RNA from control, respectively treated
samples. Reverse transcription was done on 2 µg of mRNA or 100 µg of total RNA using
400 units of SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (LifeTechnologies, Basel, Switzerland) in
SuperScript Buﬀer (LifeTechnologies) containing 30 units of RNAse Inhibitors (LifeTech-
nologies). Reverse transcription of mRNA or total RNA was done at 42C for 1, respectively
2 hours. RNA was then degraded by addition of NaOH and heating at 65C for 10 min.
cDNA labeled probes were puriﬁed with PCR puriﬁcation kit (Qiagen, Basel, Switzerland)
and dye incorporation was measured with a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Tech-
nologies, Delaware, USA). For hybridization with a CATMA array, at least 10 pmol of dyes
1Primer sequences can be obtained at http://www.catma.org
2url : http://www.operon.com
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should be incorporated. Hybridization was at 64C for 14 to 16 hours. Slides were then
washed by decreasing amounts of SDS and SSC and dried by centrifugation.
2.2.4 Scan and image analysis
Microarrays were scanned with a scanning laser microscope (ScanArray400; PerkinElmer,
Milano. Italy). Laser and photomultiplier power settings were adjusted so that the expres-
sion ratio of the majority of the spots was as close to 1.0 as possible and signal intensities
were below saturation of the scanner for 99 % of the spots. Spot signal and background
intensities were quantiﬁed and spot quality was estimated with the Imagene 4.2 software
(BioDiscovery, Los Angeles, USA), by processing of the 16-bit gray scale generated ﬁles.
2.2.5 Data analysis
Normalization was done as described in Chapter 3.3.1. Signal correction cutoﬀ was set
to 1000 for BigChips and jasmonate reporter microarrays and was not used for CATMA.
If a signal mean minus background median measure is lower than the signal correction
cutoﬀ, the corrected measure is set to the signal correction cutoﬀ. No dye-swap anlysis was
performed. Flagged spots were discarded from the analysis. For Bigchips and jasmonate
reporter microarrays data, spot expression ratios were the mean of at least three biologically
independent replicates. A twofold cutoﬀ was used to select signiﬁcantly induced or repressed
spots. CATMA data were analyzed with the limma package (http://bioinf.wehi.edu.
au/limma) of the R statistical software (http://www.r-project.org/). The background
correction method in limma is to substract the background intensity from the foreground
intensity for each spot. The two groups analysis method was used to calculate a log2 ratio
(M) and a p-value using an empirical Bayes method to moderate the standard errors (t-
statistics) of the estimated log-fold changes for each spot. The p-values were then adjusted
for multiple testing using the fdr method derived from Benjamini and Hochberg's step-
up method [105]. The two groups analysis method compares two sets of microarrays, one
composed of 6 replicates of control vs control experiments and the second composed of 3
replicates of control versus wounded samples. Default parameters were used to compute
linear models and moderated t-statistics for each genes. Control versus control experiments
compare two sets of undamaged plants harvested at the same time. These experiments were
done by C. Darimont and P. Reymond (personal communications). Selection of COI1- and
AOS-dependent marker genes was done by using the following parameters. Diﬀerentially
expressed genes must have a p-value lower than 0.01 and an expression ratio higher than
2.5 or lower than 0.4. Unaﬀected genes should have an expression ratio lower than 1.5 or
higher than 0.66. Thus, a wound inducible, AOS- and COI1-dependent gene must have an
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Array Name Target Type Number of Spots Normalization Method
BigChip EST 12'135 median of ratios
JA reporter EST + GST 127 median of ratios
CATMA GST 24'942 loess
Table 2.1: Array types and normalization methods used in this work.
expression ratio higher than 2.5 and a p-value lower than 0.01 in wt plants and an expression
ratio between 0.66 and 1.5 in aos and coi1-1 wounded plants.
Hierarchical clustering was done with the program Cluster [106].
False discovery rates were calculated from non-adjusted p-values using the qvalue library of
the R statistical software [107]. We used the Smoother method to determine pi0= 0.56 for
our data.
A summarized description of the three array types and their corresponding normalization
methods is presented on Table 2.1.
2.3 RNA gel blot analysis
Ten micrograms of total RNA were electrophoresed in formaldehyde-containing agarose gels
and transferred to nylon membrane (Hybond N+; Amersham, Otelﬁngen, Switzerland).
Probes for RNS1 (EST accession number U05206) and LHB1B2 (EST accession number
X64460) as internal loading control, were labeled with digoxigenin (Roche Molecular Bio-
chemicals, Rotkreuz, Switzerland) by PCR ampliﬁcation using universal primers located on
the cloning vector. Hybridization and detection of digoxigenin-labeled probes were performed
according to the manufacturer's instructions.
2.4 Proteomics
A detailed protocol for protein extraction (based on [108]), isoelectric focusing of protein,
SDS page separation and silver staining is supplied as supplementary material ( on page 94).
2.4.1 Data analysis
Protein gels were scanned at 300 dpi in a 16-bit gray level TIFF format with a Canon 9950F
scanner (Canon, Dietlikon, Switzerland). Spot detection and spot matching between gels
were done with ImageMaster 2D platinum version 5.0 software (Amersham). Protein amount
was estimated with the spot volume measure. Up- or down-regulated spots must have a spot
volume ratio of at least two fold.
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2.4.2 MALDI-TOF analysis
Gels prepared for sequencing were stained with the same protocol but without addition of
formaldehyde. Spots were excised with a pipette tip under water to avoid keratin contami-
nation. Samples were sent to Lausanne Proteomic Analysis Facility (http://www.unil.ch/
paf) for trypsin digestion, MALDI-TOF and Mascot peptide mass ﬁngerprints analysis.
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3 A microarray database (Nomad)
3.1 Introduction
Global proﬁling of gene expression has become more and more common in numbers of labs.
While ancestral techniques were limited the expression study to one or a few genes, new
methods like microarrays now allow the monitoring of thousands of transcripts in a single
experiment. This tremendous increase in the amount of generated data implies the estab-
lishment of a dedicated storage system allowing the organization and sharing of results.
One single microarray experiment can produce as much as 400'000 diﬀerent values and one
lab can easily hybridize 10 microarrays per week. To insure the future retrieval of all this
data, they should all be collected in a single place and be structured so that extracting
a subset of them is trivial. Moreover, data analysis can reach a higher level if several
experiments could be compared to each other. So, biologists should be able to share their
own data or retrieve results from other experimenters in order to improve their analysis [109].
Because storing this information as ﬂat ﬁles (like Microsoft Excel spreadsheets) is really
not convenient in term of comparison of several array designs or when the expression of a
gene would be linked to external biological information databases (like sequence, domain
annotations,...), microarray databases have rapidly emerged in many labs as unavoidable
resources with which to manage microarray data (for reviews, see [110, 111]). Almost all
available databases have a relational structure, meaning that the information on an experi-
ment is shared into several tables. The main advantage of this structure is the absence (or
minimization) of redundancy. If, for example, one sequence needs to be updated, only one
entry has to be modiﬁed (and not as many as there are microarrays).
Microarray databases should ﬁt several needs:
• Storage: archived data are raw images, raw and normalized numerical data, informa-
tion about the targets and the design of the microarray and experimental protocols.
• Analysis : tools for sorting, ﬁltering, comparing data should be implemented above the
database.
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• Sharing : comparison of results between diﬀerent members of a research team or dif-
ferent labs dramatically improves the analysis and the strength of data interpretation
[112, 109].
• Security : to keep the data (or part of them) conﬁdential, each user should be able to
deﬁne some access privileges to his data.
Sharing a database content is the most diﬃcult part to achieve in the treatment of microar-
ray data because of the absence of standardization of gene expression studies. Diﬀerent
techniques are used (two color microarrays, one channel Aﬀymetrix arrays, nylon membrane
macroarrays, Serial Analysis of Gene Expression, Massively Parallel Signature Sequencing)
and diﬀerent experimental protocols, storing systems, analysis software and methods are es-
tablished in many labs. To allow data exchange, the Microarray Gene Expression Database
Group (MGED) have tried to edit several protocols, a uniform language (ontology) and a list
of Minimal Information About a Microarray Experiment (MIAME [113]). This list includes
the six following items:
1. Biological description of the experiment
2. Description of the design of the microarray and of the targets printed on it
3. Sample description (biological treatment, RNA preparation)
4. Probe preparation and hybridization conditions
5. Raw data (images and quantiﬁcations) with a description of their speciﬁcations
6. Description of the normalization method (list of housekeeping genes, algorithm used)
and values after normalization
The integration of these directives has produced the deﬁnition of an XML based language
(MAGE-ML [114]) allowing one to easily exchange data between any MAGE-ML-compliant
microarray databases.
Depending on their use, microarray databases can be classiﬁed into three categories. The
ﬁrst one contains databases that can be locally installed, the second one accepts public data
deposition and the third one allows public queries of the data. These are non-exclusive
categories. For example, GeNet [115], a commercial project from Silicon Genetics, can
be installed locally and accepts public queries and data depositions. Geo (developed and
maintained at the NCBI) and ArrayExpress (developed and maintained at the EBI) are two
databases collecting public data and allowing public queries. Stanford Microarray Database
(SMD), the oldest microarray database, can be installed locally and accepts public queries
but not depositions. A simpler derivative system, Longhorn Array Database, allows each lab
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to have the power of SMD without its heavy infrastructure (ORACLE, UNIX). BASE [116]
can be run in any lab and accepts public queries. It has a very active community and a new
major release should be available soon. In general, research groups have a local database for
their ongoing experiments and when a project gets published, conﬁrmed data are transfered
to a public database like Geo or ArrayExpress. Having a local database able to export the
results in MAGE-ML format highly facilitates this transfer.
In 2002 we tested three freely available systems. These came from open source projects and
that could be installed in our infrastructure (UNIX and MySQL). Maxd from Manchester
University suﬀered from a heavy Java-based interface but had a very good analysis interface.
GeneX was unusable and was soon abandoned afterwards. We ﬁnally installed, customized
and used Nomad.
3.2 Nomad
Nomad is a relational database developed by three labs of the University of California in
San-Francisco and by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. It is an open source
project that aims to store and query microarray data. It uses a web (Apache) interface to
load and query the MySQL database with Perl scripts. The present version (February 2005)
is 0.8.5.1.
3.2.1 Installation
Nomad is developed for a UNIX, Linux or MacOSX environment. A documentation is
available describing the installation steps involving a makeﬁle and a dump of the database.
Unfortunately, the instructions did not give any information about the required version of
the Perl libraries, and this was a source of conﬂicts.
In its current state, Nomad can only handle data generated by GenePix 1 or ScanAlyze2.
Since our lab purchased a license for Imagene3, I had to write a parsing script to load the
data into the database. It will be described in the next section.
3.2.2 Scheme
The basic scheme comprises 46 tables that share the following information:
1url : http://www.axon.com/GN_GenePixSoftware.html
2url : http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm
3url : http://www.biodiscovery.com/imagene.asp
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• Information about the users. Each user is part of a group. This UNIX-like sharing
system allows each user to give diﬀerent read or write permissions to members of his
group and to the public.
• Annotations of printed sequences. A UNIQUE_ID ﬁeld gives a reference to each spot-
ted sequence. The users can add as many ﬁelds as wanted to describe the nucleotidic
material printed on each slide (for example: sequence, 1stBlast hit, AGI number re-
ferring to the sequence, . . . ).
• Annotations of the experiments. The user can make use of the predeﬁned MIAME
standard parameters or can deﬁne his own to describe each step of the experiment.
Data are organized in a hierarchical fashion to facilitate the query process. Each array
is hybridized with two samples that could be part of an experiment (for example a
time-course) that could be included in a more general project (for example, the study
of the response to a chemical). Nevertheless, it is possible to very rapidly load the data
from a hybridization without specifying the details of the experiment. This is a very
useful option when data of a test experiment, not intended to be permanently stored
in the database, would be compared to the stored data.
• Experimental data. These are the numerical measures generated by the image analysis
software and the normalized data. In its current developmental state, Nomad does not
store the raw images.
• Links to external databases. These links are made by inserting an annotation ﬁeld in
a URL for a particular database. We have links to GenBank and to a Blast service.
Nomad is not ﬂexible at all concerning the experimental data format. Currently, only two
image analysis softwares are supported (GenePix and ScanAlyze) and a third one (Imagene)
has been made Nomad-compatible in this work.
On the other hand, the description of the biological experiment is very ﬂexible. Each user is
able to choose the parameters that will best describe his experiment and all the parameters
can be linked to a speciﬁc unit. Moreover, to prevent multiple entries of the same information,
it is possible to deﬁne a project parameter that will be common to all included experiments
and the same is true for experiment parameters that are common to all included samples.
To prevent that the data table does not become too large, a new table is created as soon as
the previous one gets to a certain size.
3.2.3 Use
All manipulations of Nomad are done through a web interface. It is made of three parts.
The ﬁrst one is the notebook (Figure 3.1) which deals with experiment annotations and data
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Figure 3.1: Notebook of Nomad.
A. Start page. The left part is a hierarchical tree that lets you browse through
projects, experiments, arrays, organisms or links. The right part contains a quick
start menu (for creating a sample or submit microarray results for example), a
browse section that allows navigation in the database, an annotations section for
managing the description of the printed sequences, a documentation section that
contains tutorials, a glossary and general presentations of Nomad and a section
containing external links. B. Form to submit microarray results (produced by
Imagene). C. Summary of a hybridization listing microarray and sample pa-
rameters, links to associated experiments and to graphics (E.). D. Listing of
experiments.
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loading.
The second one is the query interface (Figure 3.2 ) which allows complex queries. The output
can contain data from arrays (alone or part of an experiment or project), annotations of
biological sequences printed on the microarray and links to external databases. The user can
choose the type and the number of information ﬁelds to add to the output. Constraints can
be deﬁned (for example, select only the genes that have an expression ratio higher than 2
and that are not ﬂagged by Imagene) and queries can be done on a selection of genes. The
output of the query (Figure 3.2.B) can be sorted and downloads to Xcluster format or text
format can be performed.
The third part of Nomad is the administration where the users can edit their passwords and
their group memberships or create new units (for example, cfu for colony forming units) to
be used in project, experiment or sample parameters.
3.3 The Lausanne Microarray Database
In early 2002, our group decided to install a microarray database to store our data. We
only generate two color spotted array data, so we did not need systems that can manage
GeneChip results. After testing GeneX and MaxD, we decided to use Nomad 0.8.4. We have
then upgraded our system to version 0.8.5.1.
Since Nomad was a project at an alpha stage, we had to make some minor code modiﬁcations
to ﬁx some bugs. For example, the display only worked with Microsoft Internet Explorer
and some HTML corrections had to be done so that the display gets compatible with most
current web browsers.
Three major improvements have been carried out on the distributed version. The aim of
the ﬁrst one was to parse Imagene data and to add new normalization procedures to these
data. Nomad does not include easy and rapid methods with which to analyze the behavior
of one gene across all the stored hybridizations. We have developed two such methods.
The ﬁrst one, called Expression Listing, lists all the expression ratios and levels of one gene
and the second one, called Expression Viewer, ﬁnds genes that have the same expression
proﬁle as a speciﬁed gene. All three scripts are integrated into Nomad or available at
http://ludwig-sun2.unil.ch/~rliechti and will be described in the next sub-sections.
3.3.1 Imagene Normalization
Description This Perl script has been written to produce a single ﬁle from the two output
ﬁles from Imagene 4.x. This ﬁle contains the measurements from Imagene plus three
columns; one containing the cy3 signal mean minus the cy3 background median, one
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A
B
Figure 3.2: Query interface or Nomad.
A. The query can be done on annotations, experiments (group of arrays), or
microarrays. The user can deﬁne which ﬁeld will be present in the output and
can apply logical constraints. B. Output of the query for one microarray. Each
column can be sorted or ﬁltered and results can be downloaded.
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containing the cy5 signal mean minus the cy5 background median that has been nor-
malized and one containing the ratio between the two previously calculated values. It
is then loaded into the Nomad database.
Format Imagene Normalization accepts only two ﬁles as input (cy3 and cy5) which must
be of raw text format. The ﬁles need to come from arrays that have been produced
in the Farmer lab in Lausanne. Each Imagene ﬁle needs to have at least the following
columns : Signal Mean, Background Mean, Signal Median, Background Median, Signal
Standard Deviation, Background Standard Deviation, Shape Regularity , X Coord, Y
Coord and Diameter.
Merging Imagene Normalization checks for the correspondence of the two ﬁles (same num-
ber of lines) and merges them. As Imagene localizes each spot with Field, MetaRow,
MetaColumn, Row and Columns coordinates, and Nomad stores Grid, Row, Column
coordinates, Imagene Normalization transforms the Field, MetaRow and MetaColumn
coordinates into Grid coordinates.
Array Type Because of the following normalization procedure, Imagene Normalization needs
to classify the array as a "small" chip (DefChip, E-Chip, I-Chip or RKJ-Chip) for nor-
malization using house-keeping genes, or as a "big" microarray (BigChip, CATMA or
CARMA) for normalization using all genes. If the input contains less than 1000 genes,
it will use the normalization procedure for "small" microarrays, otherwise, it will use
the one for "big" microarrays.
Signal Corrections Imagene Normalization then computes the signal background-corrected
values for each dye. This is done by subtracting the median of the background to the
mean of the signal. To avoid important variations in low expressed genes due to impre-
cise measurements, we can force the background-corrected signal to have a minimum
value determined by the cut-oﬀ. By default, the cut-oﬀ value is 1000.
Normalization two normalization methods can be applied. Either, the loess normalization
[117] or the median of ratios normalization.
Loess normalization This uses the function normalizeWithinArrays() of the limma4 library
of the R statistical software. The outputs of the function areM = log2
cy5 corrected
cy3 corrected
and A = log2
√
cy3 corrected× cy5 corrected. Applying some math basics, we
can obtain corrected cy3 and cy5 values (Equation 3.1)
cy3 = 2A−0.5M
cy5 = 2A+0.5M (3.1)
4limma is part of the bioconductor packages : http://www.bioconductor.org
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The loess normalization is only applied on the ﬁrst (top) spot ﬁeld of the mi-
croarray. The second (bottom) spot ﬁeld is normalized using the median of ratios
method on house-keeping genes (suitable for the DefChip printed at the bottom
of the BigChip). This method has been shown to produce the most reliable
ratios, especially for low intensities spots.
Median of ratios normalization The normalization factor is computed using a selection of
spots. There are three possible ways of selecting these spots:
1. If the array is a "small" microarray (< 1000 spots), the selection consists of the list
of house-keeping genes printed on DefChip 5, which are: UBIQ, EF-1, PGK, PRK,
α-TUB, HMG1, PLASTO, β-TUB, RUB, TUFA, ACT, HIST, FPS1, EIF4A, CAB,
RPS11, CABbis, EF1α and their corresponding ESTs and GSTs (Gene Speciﬁc Tags).
2. If the array is a "big" microarray (>1000 spots) and the option "Normalization by
grid" is selected, one normalization factor per grid is calculated. All spots of one grid
are selected to compute the normalization factor of this grid. The DefChip, printed at
the bottom of BigChip, is normalized using the house-keeping genes (point 1).
3. If the array is a big microarray and the option "Normalization using all genes" is
selected, all spots from the array will be selected to compute a unique normalization
factor for the array. This method is worse than the previous one because of spatial bias
of the array resulting in diﬀerences in laser focusing across the slide. One can observe,
for example, a good focus of the cy3 laser and a bad of the cy5 laser at the top of the
slide and the opposite at the bottom. This would result in low ratios at the top and
high rations at the bottom of the microarray.
Considering the fact that saturating spots do not have a reliable ratio, the se-
lected spots where one or both of the signal mean value is higher than 55'000
will not be included in the list of spots used to compute the normalization factor.
The normalization factor is calculated using equation 3.2.
log2(norm factor) = Median
x∈selected spots
(log2
(cy5 sign mean)x − (cy5 bkgd median)x
(cy3 sign mean)x − (cy3 bkgd median)x )
(3.2)
The cy3-corrected values correspond to the cy3 signal mean - cy3 background me-
dian. If this value is less than the cut-oﬀ value, it is adjusted to the cut-oﬀ value.
The cy5 corrected values correspond to the cy5 signal mean−cy5 background median
normalization factor
. If
this value is less than the cut-oﬀ value, it is adjusted to the cut-oﬀ value. If the
value is higher than 65536, it is adjusted to 65536. The ratio is the division of
the cy5-corrected value by the cy3-corrected value.
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This code is included in the load_data.pl script of Nomad. A stand alone version of this
script5 contains three more features:
Output file The data ﬁle is a text tab delimited ﬁle that can be imported into Excel or any
other data analysis software.
Control graphs These plots, generated by GnuPlot6, let you visualize your data before and
after normalization. A gif (for browser display) and a pdf (for download) version are
available. Three types of graphs are provided.
1. cy5 vs cy3 : plots the signal mean minus background median of cy5 vs cy3. In the
normalized values section, the cy5 values are corrected by the normalization factor.
2. M / A: plots a representation of the ratio versus the intensities of the spots. In the
normalized values section, the cy5 values are corrected by the normalization factor.
3. Position: plots the log2
cy5 corrected
cy3 corrected
versus the position of the spot on the slide. In the
normalized values section, the cy5 values are corrected by the normalization factor.
Within each grid, the spots are numbered from left to right and from top to bottom.
The numeration continues in the next grids from left to right and from top to bottom.
Examples of control graphs are presented in Figure 3.3. The example comes from a 25K
microarray. Normalization is done using the loess function applied by grid. The two cy5
vs cy3 graphs show that the normalization corrects for diﬀerent scanning intensities.
The non-normalized graph shows higher cy5 signals than cy3 which is no more visible in
the normalized spot distribution. These plots also shows correction of saturated spots
(expression level equal 65536). Position plots point to the need for normalizing per
print-tip (grid). There are clear variations in the median of spots distribution between
grids that disappear after normalization. M vs A plots shows that normalization tends
to tighten the spot distribution and so bring the ratios closer to 1.
Data extraction A subset of the output ﬁle can be extracted using this script. A text ﬁle
containing one Unique ID per line is submitted and the output contains only the data
referring to them as a tab delimited text ﬁle.
The integration of a normalization function in the data loading procedure ensure that all
ratios in the database come from the same treatment and thus can be compared. It should
be emphasized that non-normalized values are also stored in Nomad allowing each user to
process his data with another algorithm.
5url : http://ludwig-sun2.unil.ch/~rliechti
6url : http://www.gnuplot.info
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Figure 3.3: Imagene normalization - control graphs
These graphs are produced before (non normalized) and after (normalized) within
tip loess normalization of a 25K microarray. Cy5 vs Cy3 plots the cy5 signal
minus background versus the cy3 signal minus background. Position plots the
ratio (log scale) versus the position of the spot on the microarray. M vs A plots
the ratio versus the intensity of a spot.
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Figure 3.4: Expression Listing
The user needs to specify an AGI number or a Nomad Unique ID (1). The output
can contain ratio, ﬂag value, cy3 corrected values and cy5 corrected values (2).
The query can be limited to a subset of experiments (3). A cut-oﬀ value for the
ratio can be deﬁned, limiting the output to spots having a higher induction of
repression than the cut-oﬀ.
3.3.2 Expression Listing
It often happens that after an analysis, one or a few genes come out and the obvious further
characterization step is to collect all known information relevant to them. Many databases
are available through the Internet presenting diﬀerent features and putative or known func-
tion of the gene (or its associated protein). Centrifuge7 is a tool presenting output from some
of the main biological databases on a single web page. One may be interested in monitoring
the expression of one particular gene in all the arrays stored in Nomad. This type of query
is not straightforward with the Nomad interface, because it requires to add each individual
project in a query.
Expression Listing is a Perl script acting through a web display, allowing one to list, on a
single page, all the expression ratios and levels of a particular gene or a particular EST, GST
or oligo printed on a microarray. Figure 3.4 shows the user interface of this script.
AGI code or Unique ID This script can be run with either a AGI number or a Nomad
Unique ID number. If the input is of the type At[1-5]gxxxxx, the query will be done
on an AGI number otherwise, it will be done on a Nomad Unique ID.
Data to retrieve The output can contain ratios, ﬂags, corrected cy3 values and corrected
cy5 values.
Array description contains The query can be limited to speciﬁed words present in the
array description (for example, limit the query to OPDA and  leaves).
7url : http://centrifuge.unil.ch
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Cut-off ratio Cut-oﬀ value can be deﬁned for the ratios. The output will be limited to spots
having a higher induction or repression ratios than the cutoﬀ.
The output lists the ratios of all Unique ID corresponding to the speciﬁed or corresponding
AGI. For easier legibility, all spots having a ﬂag value higher than 0 (meaning a poor spot
quality) are grayed. The output is sorted by ratio. An example is given on Figure 3.5. The
output can also be downloaded as a text ﬁle.
3.3.3 Expression Viewer
The purpose of this script is to answer the following question. What are the genes that share
the same expression proﬁle as my favorite gene ? If an unknown gene has an interesting
expression during a particular experiment, ﬁnding genes with the same expression pattern
across all experiments loaded in Nomad could give clues to identify its function. If many
genes in a pathway always respond the same way as your unknown gene, it may argue that
this gene could be connected somehow with this pathway.
Expression Viewer uses two pre-calculated hierarchical clusters of genes and experiments.
One made with BigChip (12K EST microarray from the Farmer lab, Lausanne) experiments
and one with CATMA (25K GST microarray from the Farmer lab, Lausanne) hybridiza-
tions. These clusters are routinely rebuilt each night using XCluster8 if a new microarray is
loaded into Nomad. The display of Expression Viewer is shown in Figure 3.6.
AGI An AGI number of the form At[1-5]gxxxxx has to be provided
Similarity Each node of the hierarchical tree is compared to its parent node or to its son
by a certain similarity. A similarity measurement is always between 0 and 1. The
closer to 1, the closer the similarity is. Each leaf of the tree corresponds to an AGI.
The similarity between two AGIs corresponds to the multiplication of the similarities
of each branch connecting the two AGI numbers. The similarity parameter in the
input form corresponds to the inverse of the minimal similarity between two AGIs.
For example, if this parameter is equal to 4 (default value), the multiplication of the
similarities associated with each branch connecting two AGIs cannot be lower than
0.25.
Contrast This value controls the contrast of the cluster. By default, it is equal to 5 meaning
that each ratio equal or higher than 5 gets a saturated red color and each ratio lower
or equal to 0.2 gets a saturated green color.
8URL : http://genetics.stanford.edu/~sherlock/cluster.html
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Figure 3.5: Output of expression listing
The output is composed (from top to bottom) of the AGI number, the ﬁrst blast
hit, a link to download the result in a text format, links to the diﬀerent Nomad
Unique IDs referring to the AGI and results of the Unique IDs sorted by ratios.
Grayed lines correspond to ﬂag (poor) spots.
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Figure 3.6: Expression viewer
1) Inputs : AGI number, distance, contrast and cluster (BigChip or CATMA). 2)
Output : AGI number, ﬁrst blast hit and list of Nomad Unique IDs corresponding
to the AGI. If many Unique IDs are found, navigation arrows are displayed to
switch between them. 3) Cluster. Genes and experiments are clustered using
hierarchical clustering. Rows are genes (the ﬁrst one is the query) and columns
are hybridizations. AGI, Unique IDs and blast hits are displayed. A color scale,
corresponding to expression ratios is presented at the bottom of the cluster. 4)
Name of the hybridizations (experiments) on the cluster.
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Cluster Choice between a cluster calculated with hybridizations done on a BigChip or on
a CATMA chip.
The output contains a color scale corresponding to the ratios, the cluster itself and the
description of the experiments used to build the cluster. Each row of the cluster corresponds
to a speciﬁc Nomad Unique ID with the AGI and the Unique ID linked to Centrifuge, the
ratios displayed as colored boxes and the corresponding blast hit. The ﬁrst row is the query.
Each column header is a hybridization number linked to its description at the bottom of the
page.
Although this script can eﬃcently group genes with similar expression proﬁles, direct corre-
lation calculations might have been more eﬃcient than the use of a clustering algorithm.
3.4 Conclusion
For the last three years, Nomad has been intensively used by the members of the Farmer lab
in Lausanne. To date, Nomad stores 547 hybridizations representing 3'316'052 ratios. The
comparison between diﬀerent array designs has been largely facilitated.
The web interface of Nomad lets it be accessible from any computer without any speciﬁc
installation and its ﬂexibility in the description of experiments lets it accommodate any
experimental parameters.
However, Nomad also has some drawbacks. The ﬁrst major one is its inactive developmental
state. In 2003, developers moved to other projects and Nomad has remained in an non-ﬁnal
(alpha) state. Since this is an open source project, everyone interested could keep on im-
proving this product but nothing has been done until now. Another important drawback
is its inability to export data in the MAGE-ML format. Since most journals now require
this microarray format for publication, formatting data stored in Nomad is not straightfor-
ward. One has to load the data 'by hand' into a public microarray database (like GEO or
ArrayExpress), re-typing the description of the experiment as it is present in Nomad.
Since 2002, other freely available microarray databases have been developed. Two of them
seem to have been adopted by many research groups. The ﬁrst is BASE [116] which is a web
base data storage system able to handle spotted as well as GeneChip data. A new version
with a Java implemented interface should reach a ﬁnal state soon. The second one is the
Longhorn Array Database [118] that is an open source version of the Stanford Microarray
Database. Instead of using UNIX and Oracle, Longhorn Array Database works with Linux
and MySQL. This system only accepts spotted array data. Today, these two systems are
more robust and complete alternatives to Nomad. Nevertheless, implementing Nomad has
been highly useful to users in the Farmer lab.
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4 Design of a jasmonate reporter
microarray
4.1 Introduction
Jasmonates are potent regulators of gene expression. Microarrays have been used to identify
JA-responsive genes, either by exogenous application of the molecule [99], or by using JA
mutants wounded or challenged by insects [23]. In contrast, very little eﬀort has been
expended to identify target genes regulated by other jasmonates such as OPDA. We decided
to use a 12 K EST microarray representing approximately 7'000 unique genes (one third
to one fourth of the Arabidopsis genome) to discover OPDA and JA marker genes. In our
experimental approach, these genes were to be printed as Gene Speciﬁc Tags (GSTs) on
a small microarray. Using a small microarray instead of a large one highly facilitates the
processing and the analysis of generated data. This strategy has been successfully applied
to analyze the wound response [21, 119]. Further experiments, using endogenous stimulation
of the JA pathway in several mutants, would then be carried out using this dedicated tool.
These results are presented in the next chapters.
In order to identify genes responding to JA and OPDA, gene expression was stimulated by
application of exogenous JA or OPDA to wild-type (wt) plants. To focus on primary eﬀect
of these compounds, we chose to analyze treated leaves after 3 hours. Longer duration would
certainly reveal side eﬀects, especially for OPDA that could be converted to JA. Wt plants
were chosen for these experiments in order to avoid artifacts due to disturbed metabolism
in mutant plants.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 OPDA toxicity
Because of its electrophilic properties, high concentrations of OPDA could trigger a poten-
tially toxic oxidative stress. To quantify this eﬀect, we measured chlorophyll ﬂuorescence
(Fv/Fm) of OPDA-inﬁltrated leaves. OPDA concentrations ranging from 0 to 100 nmol per
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Figure 4.1: Toxicity of OPDA. OPDA (0, 1, 10, 50 and 100 nmol) was inﬁltrated into leaves.
Chlorophyll ﬂuorescence measurements (Fv/Fm) were conducted 180 min. after
treatment. Each point is the mean of 5 replicates and standard deviations are
represented.
leaf were inﬁltrated and chlorophyll ﬂuorescence was measured after 180 min. Five replicates
of each measure were conducted (Figure 4.1). One and 10 nmol of OPDA per leaf did not
seem to be toxic as the ﬂuorescence intensity was similar to the control (water inﬁltration).
But 50 and even more, 100 nmol of OPDA per leaf triggered a dramatic decrease of ﬂuores-
cence. In order to avoid the toxic eﬀects of OPDA, but to maximize the biological response
of leaves to this compound, future inﬁltrations of OPDA were done with a concentration of
10 nmol per leaf.
4.2.2 JA and OPDA treatment
In order to identify OPDA- and JA-speciﬁc genes, these two compounds were applied to wt
Arabidopsis leaves. Three hours post treatment, mRNA from the leaves was hybridized to a
12k EST microarray covering 7'003 unique genes [23]. Three replicates of OPDA inﬁltration
(10 nmol/leaf) and three replicates of spraying of OPDA (1 ml of 500 µM/ 2 plants) were
done. JA was either sprayed at the same concentration as OPDA (three replicates) or applied
as a methylated volatile (400 nmol per l. air volume, one treatment). Control experiments
were done by similar applications of the solvent. Gene expression levels were normalized
using the median of ratios per sub-grid method (see page 38). The expression ratios of these
treatments are the average of the replicates. A twofold induction or repression cutoﬀ is
applied to select diﬀerentially expressed genes. Table 4.1 summarizes the eﬀects of OPDA
and JA. Of the 7003 genes printed on the microarray, the expression of 122 are aﬀected
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Gene induction / repression Number of genes (AGIs)
OPDA and JA induced 29
OPDA and JA repressed 1
OPDA induced 9
OPDA repressed 2
JA induced 72
JA repressed 9
no induction / repression 6881
Table 4.1: Number of genes aﬀected by OPDA and JA treatment. 6 OPDA replicates and 4
JA replicates have been averaged to calculate an expression ratio. If this ratio is
higher then 2, the gene is induced and if it is lower than 0.5, the gene is repressed.
by OPDA or JA, meaning that about 1.7 % of the genes in the Arabidopsis genome could
be sensitive to the exogenous application of these compounds. JA seems to aﬀect more
genes than OPDA. 111 genes have a diﬀerential expression in response to JA and only 41 in
response to OPDA. This could result either from a higher biological activity of the molecule
or a better penetration across cell walls and membranes. Because JA is a smaller molecule, it
could enter cells more easily. Most of the OPDA eﬀect is shared with JA. Out of 41 OPDA-
responsive genes, 30 are similarly induced or repressed by JA (for example, lectins and AP2
or C2H2 zinc-ﬁnger transcription factors). This could be explained either by the similar
structure of these molecules that could share the same receptors and the same downstream
signaling pathway, or by the in vivo conversion of OPDA to JA. Longer treatment with
OPDA (6 hours) leads to an increased resemblance with the JA expression proﬁle, thus
reinforcing the hypothesis that part of the OPDA expression pattern is due to metabolism
to JA (results not shown).
However, 11 OPDA-responsive genes could be identiﬁed. Most of them are involved in
abiotic stress response (glutathione S-transferase, heat-shock proteins) and are probably
induced by the electrophilic α, β−unsaturated carbonyl group of the molecule. Genes up-
regulated by JA includes glycosyl-hydrolase, AP2 transcription factors, lectins, myrosinase
associated proteins and polygalacturonase inhibiting protein. Many genes of the jasmonate
biosynthesis pathway (LOX2, AOS, OPR3 ) are induced by JA but not by OPDA, meaning
that JA is responsible for the establishment of the feed-back loop stimulation of jasmonate
biosynthesis. Genes coding for germin like and seed storage proteins are downregulated by
JA and a gene coding for a senescence associated protein is repressed by OPDA.
If many JA marker genes were known from previous studies, no strict OPDA-responsive
genes were identiﬁed. In this experiment, we discovered 11 genes that are diﬀerentially
transcribed in response to an application of exogenous OPDA but not JA. However, since
the majority of them are involved in abiotic stress responses, they may not necessarily be
strict OPDA markers. If they respond to the electrophilic property of OPDA, they may as
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EST GST AGI Blast Hit OPDA (±se) JA (±se)
161F17T7.1 CATMA5a56130 At5g60390 elongation factor 1-alpha (EF-1-alpha) 1.1 (±0.2) 1.4 (±0.4)
X65052 CATMA3a13145 At3g13920 eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A-1 (eIF4A-1) 1.1 (±0.3) 1.2 (±0.3)
118P14T7.1 CATMA1a06910 At1g07940 elongation factor 1-alpha (EF-1-alpha) 1.2 (±0.2) 1.2 (±0.3)
H8G6T7.1 At5g66570 photosystem II oxygen-evolving complex 33 (OEC33) 0.9 (±0.2) 1.2 (±0.2)
205A7T7.1 CATMA5a33970 At5g38420 RuBisCO small subunit 2b 1.1 (±0.3) 1.1 (±0.3)
222G17T7.1 CATMA1a40360 At1g49240 actin 8 1.0 (±0.1) 1.1 (±0.1)
205P2T7.1 CATMA4a21620 At4g20360 elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) 1.0 (±0.1) 1.0 (±0.1)
F1A1T7.1 CATMA5a43745 At5g47770 farnesyl pyrophosphate synthetase 1 (FPS1) 0.9 (±0.1) 1.0 (±0.3)
187D7T7.1 CATMA2a32570 At2g34420 photosystem II type I chlorophyll a /b binding protein 0.8 (±0.2) 1.0 (±0.0)
202L16T7.1 CATMA3a41910 At3g48930 40S ribosomal protein S11 (RPS11A) 1.0 (±0.2) 1.0 (±0.3)
ATTS0406 CATMA5a55480 At5g59690 histone H4 1.0 (±0.2) 0.9 (±0.1)
185D15T7.1 CATMA1a65695 At1g76490 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase 1 (HMG1) 0.9 (±0.3) 0.9 (±0.2)
198P12T7 CATMA5a40100 At5g44340 tubulin beta-4 chain (TUB4) 1.1 (±0.3) 0.9 (±0.1)
130P11T7 CATMA1a30400 At1g32060 phosphoribulokinase precursor 0.9 (±0.1) 0.8 (±0.1)
184O22T7 CATMA1a03640 At1g04820 tubulin alpha-2/alpha-4 chain (TUA4) 1.1 (±0.1) 1.2 (±0.3)
125L3T7.1 CATMA3a11755 At3g12780 phosphoglycerate kinase 1.2 (±0.4) 0.9 (±0.1)
187G11T7 CATMA1a65320 At1g76100 plastocyanin 0.8 (±0.3) 1.2 (±0.1)
Table 4.2: List of housekeeping genes printed on the jasmonate reporter microarray. Each
gene is represented by an EST and by a Gene Speciﬁc Tag (GST). Expression
ratios and standard errors (se) in OPDA and JA treated leaves are presented.
well response to other electrophiles, like MDA [120], present in plant cells. The induction of
these genes may thus not reﬂect the presence of OPDA.
4.2.3 A Jasmonate reporter microarray
To further elucidate the biological functions of OPDA and JA and the signaling of jas-
monates, we decided to build a jasmonate reporter microarray. From the 122 previously
identiﬁed OPDA- and JA-responsive genes, we selected 55 of them for having a high induc-
tion ratio or for their putative involvement in jasmonate signaling or plant defense. More-
over, genes were selected only if their corresponding spot on the 12k microarray was not
composed of a mixture of ESTs (multiple bands from the PCR ampliﬁcation of the EST).
Because many sequencing or annotation errors were present in the EST collection, all 55
selected EST were resequenced. 10 EST could not be sequenced (bad miniprep quality) and
were discarded. The sequencing revealed 10% errors compared to the annotations present in
GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ. A ﬁrst version of the jasmonate reporter microarray was printed
with 17 housekeeping genes (Table 4.2) in addition to the 45 selected ESTs (Table 4.3).
Eight genes were selected to be induced by both OPDA and JA. 23 are induced and two are
repressed exclusively by JA. Six are induced and two are repressed exclusively by OPDA.
PR-4 and PDF1.2 are two JA- and ethylene-dependent genes. They require both hormones
for their induction, explaining why they are not diﬀerentially expressed in these experiments.
Two more genes (At5g13800 and At5g42380) were added as markers of late JA responses,
they are induced after 6 hours of JA treatment (data not shown).
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of EST and GST signal intensities and ratios.
Results from four hybridizations are presented. Each EST spot is plotted against
its corresponding GST spot. A. Comparison of spot intensities. Intensities are
calculated as log2(
√
cy3× cy5). B. Comparison of ratios (log2 cy5cy3). Two genes
are identiﬁed because of the signiﬁcantly higher expression ratio obtained with
the GST compared to the corresponding EST.
Because multiple genes from a common family could hybridize to the same spotted EST, a
second version of the microarray was printed with speciﬁc sequences for the selected genes.
They come either from the CATMA project [103] as Gene Speciﬁc Tags (GST), which are
150 to 400 nucleotide sequences sharing less than 75% similarity with their closest homolog,
or 70mer oligos designed either by Operon1 or using OligoWiz [104] (Table 4.4). Six GSTs
were added to the second version, mostly wound-inducible, JA-independent genes (XERO2
and RNS1, for example).
In order to assess the correspondence between an EST and a GST probe for a speciﬁc gene,
data from 4 hybridizations (coming from wounded leaves analyzed 6 hours post-treatment)
were pooled. The signal intensities (A) from each EST were plotted against their corre-
sponding GST (Figure 4.2.A). It appears that most of the spots are above the diagonal,
meaning that the EST gave a higher signal intensity than the corresponding GST. Even
more importantly, many GSTs gave no signiﬁcant signal (A value = 8.96) whereas their
corresponding ESTs do. One explanation could be the cross-hybridization of a family of
RNAs to one EST that is not possible with a GST. However, it is certainly a good strategy
to print ESTs in addition to GSTs, reinforcing the probability of getting a signal for a gene
of interest. Further conﬁrmations should be carried on if only the EST gave a signiﬁcant
signal. This graph also reveals four GSTs coding for At3g57260, At1g19570, At2g06050 and
At3g45140 having a higher signal than ESTs.
If two spots refer to the same gene, they should ideally have the same expression proﬁle.
Figure 4.2.B compares expression ratios of ESTs and GSTs. If most of the genes have the
same expression ratio for the two types of spotted DNA, many GST give higher ratios than
1url : http://www.operon.com
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their corresponding EST. This could also be explained by cross-hybridization of a homologous
RNA. At2g24850 shows expression ratios ranging from 0.87 to 10.6 with the GST and ratios
from 0.75 to 1.4 with the EST. This gene has a close homolog, At2g20610, sharing more
than 85% identity over 107 nucleotides. The analysis of this AGI with expression listing
reveals that it is not wound inducible. Cross-hybridization could then mask the induction
of At2g24850. The same type of reasoning could be applied to At4g11320 and its highly
expressed, non-wound-inducible homolog At5g43060.
In summary, we have identiﬁed JA and OPDA-induced genes. A selection of them is printed
as ESTs which have a low speciﬁcity but a high sensitivity, and GSTs which are highly
speciﬁc but give a lower signal intensity. This tool would allow us to distinguish the biological
functions of OPDA and JA and to compare two jasmonate mutants, aos and coi1-1.
4.3 Discussion
The strategy to produce a jasmonate reporter microarray was to apply a relatively large
concentration of compounds to wt leaves and to analyze changes in gene expression proﬁle
after a relatively short time period. Supply of exogenous OPDA and JA was the best way
to isolate the eﬀect of these compounds. Stimulating the jasmonate biosynthesis pathway
by wounding or pathogen infection would trigger the induction of genes independently of
jasmonates [21, 121]. We have also decided to avoid the use of mutants for this ﬁrst screen
because of possible side eﬀects of the mutation on the plant response.
4.3.1 OPDA = JA + CPE
In order to identify OPDA and JA marker genes, we applied these compounds to wt leaves
and monitored the change in expression of about 12'000 ESTs covering an estimated 7'003
unique genes. About 1.7% of the ESTs showed signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of expression level.
Most of them are JA regulated. OPDA seems to control about 0.6% of them. However, most
of OPDA-induced or repressed genes have a similar behavior in response to JA. Some genes
up-regulated by exogenous OPDA but not JA like those encoding the two heat shock proteins
At2g29500 and At5g12020 are probably involved in oxidative stress responses. Induction of
oxidative stress-responsive genes has already been observed in opr3 wounded leaves or upon
application of OPDA on opr3 leaves [55]. It has been hypothesized that the electrophilic
feature of OPDA triggers the induction of such genes [55]. We can then suppose that the
change in gene expression in response to OPDA is the combination of a jasmonate eﬀect and
an electrophile eﬀect. To conﬁrm this observation, we have compared our OPDA and JA
gene expression proﬁle with the one triggered by the electrophilic molecule, cyclopentenone
(CPE) (A. Vidi, personal communications). CPE is identical to the ring structure of OPDA.
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Figure 4.3: The gene expression proﬁle generated by exogenous OPDA is the combination of
an electrophilic eﬀect (triggered by the biochemical structure highlighted in red)
and of a jasmonate eﬀect. Gene expression ratios (log2 scale) after JA treatment
are plotted against gene expression ratios after cyclopentenone (CPE) treatment.
Each dot is color coded depending on its expression ratio after OPDA treatment.
For better visibility, genes showing no diﬀerential expression (twofold cut-oﬀ) on
none of the three treatments are omitted.
Figure 4.3 is a colored scatter plot of gene expression ratios from JA versus CPE treatments
monitored with a 12K microarray. Very few genes are similarly induced or repressed by these
two compounds and none at a high level. This means that CPE and JA triggers completely
diﬀerent transcriptional responses. The expression proﬁle of OPDA treated leaves is shared
between the CPE-speciﬁc and JA-speciﬁc genes. All most induced CPE and JA genes are also
induced by OPDA. Most of all, there are no strict OPDA-responsive gene, which would be
signiﬁcantly induced or repressed by OPDA but not by CPE or JA. Moreover, no signiﬁcant
antagonism between OPDA and CPE and between OPDA and JA is observed, meaning that
no gene is up-regulated by one compound and down-regulated by the other. Thus, these
data demonstrate that the eﬀect of OPDA is a combination of a jasmonate eﬀect and an
electrophile eﬀect. However, this graph highlights the existence of JA speciﬁc and CPE
speciﬁc genes that are not diﬀerentially transcribed in response to OPDA.
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4.3.2 Interactions between JA and OPDA
Many OPDA-induced genes are also JA-dependent. These molecules seem to have a syner-
gistic eﬀect. No antagonism has been observed in our experiments.
Because OPDA is a biosynthetic precursor of JA, the eﬀect of its application could be the
indirect result of its conversion to JA. However, in opr3 mutants, OPDA is still able to
induce gene expression, meaning that it has an active property on its own [55]. Because JA
induces the expression of jasmonate biosynthesis genes (LOX2, AOS, OPR3 ), increase in
JA concentration could result in a feed-back increase in OPDA level. Surprisingly, in our
experiments, OPDA does not induce the expression of these genes. This is in opposition with
previous studies, showing an important induction of AOS by OPDA [82, 84, 55]. However,
this diﬀerence may be explained by the use of methylated OPDA, enhancing its penetration
capability or a longer duration of exposure. Four isoforms of AOC are present in Arabidopsis.
Their expression is induced by wounding of wt but not opr3 leaves, meaning that only JA
could induce them. This observation reinforces the involvement of JA for the feed-back
stimulation of jasmonate biosynthesis [122]. The absence of auto-stimulation of OPDA
synthesis could explain the relatively lower eﬀect of OPDA compared to JA.
As modiﬁcation of the concentration of one compound (JA or OPDA) may alter the concen-
tration of the other, it is then not easy to clearly distinguish the speciﬁc eﬀects of these two
signals. By choosing to monitor gene expression at a relatively early time point, we reduced
these interactions and thus have a more precise picture of the targets of each molecule.
4.4 Conclusion
To conduct further studies on the speciﬁc roles of OPDA and JA and on jasmonate sig-
naling mutants, we have decided to build a high quality (gene speciﬁc) jasmonate reporter
microarray made of genes induced either by JA or OPDA. Using a global approach, we have
observed that these compounds modulate transcript accumulation of 1.7 % of the genome.
Comparison of the expression proﬁle of OPDA with those triggered by JA or CPE, leads to
the decomposition of the eﬀect of OPDA to a jasmonate and an electrophilic eﬀect. No real
OPDA marker genes could be identiﬁed. We observed a relative lower activity of OPDA
compared to JA. If it is likely to be biologically relevant, it could also be due to the ab-
sence of feed-back induction of OPDA production or by a diﬀerence in the permeability of
the compounds into cells, leading to a lower intracellular concentration of OPDA than JA.
Endogenous stimulation of jasmonate production could eliminate the latter problem. This
approach will be used in the next chapters, where jasmonate production will be stimulated
by wounding.
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EST GST* AGI Blast Hit OPDA (±se) JA (±se)
181F8T7 CATMA1a66010 At1g76790 O-methyltransferase 2.4 (±1.5) 6.4 (±5.9)
163F20T7 OPA020307 At2g41940 C2H2-type zinc ﬁnger protein 2.9 (±2.1) 6.2 (±4.5)
220E24T7.1 OPA011754 At3g16460 jacalin lectin family 2.2 (±1.3) 5.5 (±3.0)
AB006778 OPA21053 At5g24770 vegetative storage protein VSP2 1.9 (±1.5) 5.4 (±4.1)
F4B10T7 OPA025853 At5g07010 sulfotransferase 2.9 (±1.7) 5.2 (±1.8)
108D19T7 OPA014040 At4g11320 cysteine proteinase 1.9 (±1.0) 4.8 (±3.6)
200H10T7 OPA012497 At3g16420 myrosinase binding protein 3.3 (±3.3) 3.7 (±1.7)
202N7T7.1 OPA022045 At1g78380 glutathione transferase 2.2 (±0.6) 2.1 (±0.5)
230J8T7.1 CATMA5a38435 At5g42650 allene oxide synthase 1.4 (±0.3) 5.2 (±2.5)
203M12T7 OLIGO5198 At1g54010 myrosinase-associated protein 1.7 (±0.6) 4.7 (±4.3)
140B17T7 OPA003294 At1g19570 dehydroascorbate reductase 1.4 (±0.3) 3.6 (±1.7)
SQ102e04F OPA007905 At2g06050 12-oxophytodienoate reductase (OPR3) 1.4 (±0.4) 3.6 (±2.3)
245M18T7 CATMA2a23220 At2g24850 aminotransferase 1.1 (±0.3) 3.0 (±2.1)
G5C4T7 OLIGO5200 At1g32640 bHLH protein (RAP-1) 1.6 (±0.4) 2.9 (±1.6)
220F8T7.1 CATMA3a15890 At3g16470 jacalin lectin family 1.1 (±0.3) 2.8 (±1.0)
106C8T7.1 CATMA3a38175 At3g45140 lipoxygenase (LOX2) 1.3 (±0.4) 2.8 (±1.2)
94J16T7.1 CATMA4a16160 At4g15440 hydroperoxide lyase (HPOL) 1.2 (±0.2) 2.7 (±1.5)
M90509 CATMA3a50275 At3g57260 glycosyl hydrolase 0.9 (±0.2) 2.5 (±1.7)
111O21T7 At1g19180 expressed protein 1.3 (±0.4) 2.3 (±1.0)
151B20T7 OLIGO5197 At4g24350 expressed protein 1.2 (±0.1) 2.3 (±1.0)
198M23T7.1 CATMA3a37217 At3g44320 nitrilase 3 1.5 (±0.5) 2.2 (±0.7)
175M23T7 CATMA3a37900 At3g44880 Rieske [2Fe-2S] domain-containing protein 1.2 (±0.3) 2.1 (±0.7)
179F6T7.1 CATMA5a06073 At5g06860 polygalacturonase inhibiting protein (PGIP1) 1.0 (±0.2) 2.1 (±1.1)
187C14T7 CATMA1a03855 At1g05010 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase 1.2 (±0.3) 2.0 (±0.8)
186C18T7 OLIGO5201 At1g06640 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase 1.2 (±0.3) 2.0 (±0.5)
110D18T7 OPA006166 At2g46650 cytochrome b5 1.0 (±0.1) 2.0 (±1.4)
160M24T7 CATMA4a33145 At4g31500 cytochrome P450 83B1 1.2 (±0.5) 2.0 (±0.7)
114O16T7.1 CATMA4a41340 At4g39950 cytochrome P450 79B2 1.2 (±0.3) 2.0 (±0.4)
E2E6T7 CATMA1a67470 At1g78370 glutathione transferase, 1.1 (±0.3) 1.9 (±1.1)
96B7T7 OPA025909 At2g26740 epoxide hydrolase (EH) 1.1 (±0.5) 1.9 (±0.4)
204H9T7 CATMA3a20070 At3g20390 translational inhibitor protein 1.1 (±0.3) 1.9 (±0.6)
149E11T7 CATMA1a64040 At1g74670 GAST1-related protein 0.7 (±0.2) 0.5 (±0.1)
110H21T7 At5g20630 germin-like protein (GER3) 0.9 (±0.5) 0.5 (±0.2)
246O22T7 OPA021596 At2g29500 small heat shock protein 8.0 (±6.4) 1.2 (±0.1)
251P23T7 OPA005166 At5g12020 class II heat shock protein 4.6 (±5.2) 0.9 (±0.1)
160D8T7 CATMA4a27260 At4g25570 expressed protein similarity to cytochrome b561 3.9 (±1.9) 1.0 (±0.1)
249C14T7 OPA022600 At4g14610 pseudogene, disease resistance protein 2.5 (±1.4) 1.1 (±0.3)
105B6T7 CATMA1a16465 At1g17420 lipoxygenase (LOX3) 2.3 (±0.3) 1.4 (±0.5)
126P22T7 CATMA5a45465 At5g49480 sodium-inducible calcium-binding protein 2.3 (±0.7) 1.3 (±0.1)
246P1T7 CATMA1a61960 At1g72740 DNA-binding protein 0.6 (±0.2) 0.9 (±0.3)
117O22T7 CATMA3a14870 At3g15450 expressed protein 0.6 (±0.7) 0.8 (±0.4)
219M16T7 OPA011810 At3g04720 hevein-related protein precursor (PR-4) 0.8 (±0.2) 1.3 (±0.9)
121J17T7 CATMA5a12040 At5g13800 hydrolase 1.2 (±0.3) 1.6 (±0.0)
165N1T7 CATMA5a38140 At5g42380 calmodulin-related protein 1.2 (±0.3) 1.7 (±0.3)
37F10T7 OLIGO5199 At5g44420 plant defensin protein (PDF1.2a) 1.2 (±0.4) 1.2 (±0.7)
* CATMA1a00460 At1g01470 late embryogenesis abundant protein - -
* CATMA2a01885 At2g02990 ribonuclease 1 (RNS1) - -
* CATMA3a15815 At3g16400 jacalin lectin - -
* CATMA3a43980 At3g50970 dehydrin (XERO2) - -
* OPA002741 At1g72610 germin-like protein (GLP1) - -
* OPA025313 At1g76680 12-oxophytodienoate reductase OPR1 - -
Table 4.3: ESTs printed on the jasmonate reporter microarray. Two versions were produced.
The ﬁrst one contains only ESTs while the second one contains ESTs and their
corresponding Gene Speciﬁc Tags (GSTs). Six additional genes were added (*
in the EST column). GST starting with CATMA are 150 to 400 nucleotide se-
quences from the CATMA project, OPAxxxxxx are 70mer oligos from Operon
and OLIGOxxxx are self-designed oligos. The 'OPDA' and 'JA' columns repre-
sent mean expression ratios and their standard errors (se) of genes in response to
application of exogenous OPDA and JA respectively.
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OLIGO Sequence
OLIGO5197 CAACGAACCCGTGACAACAAATGATTTGGATTGTTATCAAATTCCATTTTCCATGATCGTAACAATGACAACACT
OLIGO5198 GCCACCGTTCAACTCAGGGAGAGCCGCGGTTACGAGTATTACTGAGTCTCTAAAATCAATATTTAGGGATCGATC
OLIGO5199 ACCTTGAAGGAGCCAAACATGGATCATGCAACTATGTCTTCCCAGCACACAAGTGTATCTGTTACGTC
OLIGO5200 TTTGATGATTCAACAAGCGACGGTGAAGATGGGTTTTAGGATCTATACGCAAGAACAGCTCAGAGCAA
OLIGO5201 GCAAAGGACTTGGCGGGACCTCTGCTTTGCTGGATTTTAAAGTATGAATCATGCCGAGCTACTACTTTC
Table 4.4: Oligos for genes that had no GST in the CATMA project and no referring oligo
at Operon were designed with the OligoWiz software.
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5 OPDA and JA as distinct signaling
compounds
5.1 Introduction
To isolate OPDA- and JA-responsive genes we applied these compounds to wt plants in
work described in the previous chapter. However, to study the in vivo signaling functions
of these molecules, physiological concentration and locally precise production are required.
We decided to use wounding to stimulate jasmonate biosynthesis [54] because jasmonates
seems to modulate at least ﬁfty percent of the wound response [21]. In our strategy, aos and
opr3 mutants would be used to isolate the eﬀect of OPDA and JA. Whereas in wt plants,
both molecules accumulate in response to a wound, only OPDA is present in opr3 mutants
and no jasmonates are produced in aos mutants. Genes diﬀerentially expressed in wt but
not in opr3 and aos could be considered as dependent of JA or one of its derivatives, and
genes diﬀerentially expressed in wt and in opr3 but not in aos will be OPDA dependent.
However, we cannot rule out that a part of the aos phenotype could be due to the lack of
α− and γ−ketols produced from the allene oxide product of AOS.
It has been demonstrated that a functional JA pathway is required for systemic wound sig-
naling. In tomato, JA production is required at the wound site and JA perception is required
at systemic sites to perceive the wound signal [123]. However, in systemic leaves, accumula-
tion of JA or OPDA could not be detected even though activation of defense genes occurred
[124]. The precise nature of the jasmonate member(s) required for systemic induction is yet
unknown. Whether OPDA could play a diﬀerent role than JA in this signaling needs to be
established. The use of our jasmonate reporter microarray in combination with jasmonate
signaling mutants will allow us to address this question.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Wound time course
Increase in OPDA and JA concentrations upon wounding have diﬀerent timings [21]. JA
concentration peaks between 1.5 to 3 hours whereas OPDA and dnOPDA reach their highest
concentrations after 6 hours [21, 55, 42]. To test whether this diﬀerence in dynamics of
hormone concentration correlates with a diﬀerence in kinetics of marker gene expression, we
made a time course experiment of wounded wt, aos and opr3 leaves. The apical half of
each leaf of 8 plants was wounded with a forceps and RNA was extracted 90, 180 and 360
minutes after treatment. At least three biologically independent replicates were done for
each time point. Gene expression ratios were monitored using GSTs. However, if the signal
intensities of the control (unwounded) and of the wounded samples were lower than 1'000,
the corresponding EST was considered. The averages of these measures were clustered by
hierarchical clustering (Figure 5.1). Only genes showing a twofold induction or repression in
at least one time point are presented (numerical data in Supplementary Table 2). Genes with
no reliable intensities (both control and treated samples with an intensity value under the
threshold of 1'000) were not used to build the cluster and were considered as missing data.
Such data includes OPR3 (At2g06050) expression in the opr3 mutant and AOS (At5g42650)
expression in the aos mutant. 27 out of 51 spotted genes show a diﬀerential expression in
response to wounding. Wounding triggers induction and no repression of the selected genes.
Genes can be grouped in 2 distinct categories (Figure 5.1). Cluster 'B' contains jasmonate-
inducible genes. This group contains well know reporters of JA, like VSP2 (At5g24770) and
HPL (At4g15440) and a cluster of lectins (At3g16400, At3g16420, At3g16460, At3g16470)
induced 6 hours after wounding in wt plants but not in aos or opr3. Cluster 'A' contains genes
that have the same induction proﬁle in wt, aos and opr3 plants, meaning that their induction
is independent of JA or OPDA. RNS1 (At2g02990) and TAT (At2g24850) are two good
markers of this cluster. PDF1.2 (At5g44420) and the hydroxyjasmonate sulfotransferase
(At5g07010) were shown to be JA-inducible (Table 4.3). Surprisingly, they are also induced
in the aos mutant. This could be explained either by a remaining low concentration of
jasmonate in these plants or by the induction of these genes by another wound signal. The
induction of PDF1.2 is known to be ethylene dependent and can be induced in opr3 plants
challenged by the pathogen Alternaria brassissicola [55].
Unfortunately, no genes induced or repressed by wounding of wt and opr3, but not of aos
leaves could be identiﬁed with our jasmonate reporter microarray. Even if eight OPDA but
not JA-induced of repressed genes were present on this microarray (Table 4.3), none of them
were regulated exclusively by OPDA in response to a wound. However, because of the small
number of reporter genes printed on the array, we cannot rule out the involvement of OPDA
in wound signaling.
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 At2g06050   OPDA reductase (OPR3) 
 At3g57260   glycosyl hydrolase 
 At2g02990   ribonuclease (RNS1) 
 At4g31500   cytochrome p450 family 
 At5g06860   polygalacturonase inhibiting protein (PGIP)
 At1g05010   1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase (ACC) 
 At3g45140   lipoxygenase 2 (LOX2)
 At5g42650   allene oxide synthase (AOS) 
 At5g49480   calmodulin-like 
 At2g24850   tyrosine aminotransferase (TAT) (putative) 
 At1g17420   lipoxygenase 3 
 At4g39950*  cytochrome P450 
 At1g32640*  RAP-1 
 At5g44420*  defensin (PDF1.2) 
 At5g42380*  putative protein 
 At1g01470   hypothetical protein 
 At1g72740*  DNA binding protein (putative) 
 At3g16460   JIP (lectin) 
 At5g24770*  vegetative storage protein (VSP2) 
 At1g19570   dehydroascorbate reductase 
 At3g16470   lectin (putative) 
 At2g29500   heat shock protein 
 At3g16420   MBP (lectin) 
 At5g07010   hydroxyjasmonate sulfotransferase 
 At3g16400   lectin (putative) 
 At5g12020   heat shock protein 17.6 
 At4g15440*  hydroperoxide lyase like protein 
Figure 5.1: Time course of wound. wt, opr3 and aos leaves were wounded and harvested
after 90, 180 and 360 min. mRNA was labeled and hybridized with a jasmonate
reporter microarray. Genes showing a change in expression ratio higher than
two fold are clustered using hierarchical clustering. Two categories of genes can
be distinguished. A. are JA- and OPDA-independent genes and B. are JA-
dependent genes. All expression ratios are measured using GST targets, except
AGI marked with a star (*) which are represented by an EST. Data without
accurate measurements were discarded from the clustering procedure (missing
data).
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Because of the lack of OPDA marker genes, we have not uncovered a diﬀerence in timing
between OPDA and JA signaling at the local wounded site. The next section will assess the
importance of the aos and opr3 mutations for systemic wound signaling.
5.2.2 Systemic signaling
In tomato, the synthesis and perception of jasmonates are required for the systemic wound
induction of proteinase inhibitors [123, 42]. Whether JA or OPDA is involved in this signaling
process is unclear, although β-oxidation (leading to JA synthesis) is essential for long distance
wound signal transfer [42]. We have studied systemic gene induction in response to wounding
in wt, opr3, aos and coi1-1 Arabidopsis. The apical forty percent of half of the leaves
of 12 plants were wounded and local wounded as well as distal unwounded leaves were
harvested after 180 min. RNA from these pools of leaves were hybridized to our jasmonate
reporter microarray. Each measure was done in triplicate. Genes showing an expression
ratio higher than two or lower than 0.5 in at least one condition were grouped by hierarchical
clustering (Figure 5.2). When the expression level of the GST probe was lower than 1'000,
the corresponding EST was used in the cluster. Three main groups of genes can be deﬁned
upon their local expression ratios.
Cluster 'A' contains genes like RNS1or XERO2 (At3g50970) that are wound-inducible in
all studied genotypes, meaning that they are induced by a COI1-independent, jasmonate-
independent signal. Cluster 'B' contains genes like LOX2 (At3g45140) or TAT induced
locally in wt, opr3 and aos plants but not in coi1-1. They are jasmonate-independent
but COI1-dependent, meaning that their induction is triggered by an unknown signaling
molecule acting through COI1. Next chapter will be dedicated to this observation. Cluster
'C' contains genes like VSP2 or HPL which are only induced in wt plants, meaning that
their induction requires JA. Distally induced genes are present in all clusters, for example
LOX2 in 'A', RNS1 in 'B' and VSP2 in 'C'. Unsurprisingly, distal induction of genes of
the cluster 'C' requires jasmonate synthesis and signaling as they are not induced in either
opr3 and aos or in coi1-1 mutants. Distal expression patterns of jasmonate-independent
genes (clusters 'A' and 'B') in jasmonate mutants revealed that jasmonate synthesis and
perception are necessary for systemic wound signaling. However, the pattern of expression
reveals a complex regulation mechanism.
While no distal gene induction is observed in opr3 and coi1-1 mutants, a very high distal
induction (higher than wt) of genes is observed in the aos mutant. This observation was
conﬁrmed with another allele of the aos mutation (dde2 ) (data not shown). Jasmonates have
thus a stimulating eﬀect (systemic induction of VSP2 for example) and a repressing eﬀect
(high distal induction of RNS1 in aos leaves). We supposed that JA stimulates systemic
wound signaling while OPDA would be a repressor. The presence of both signals in wt plants
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Figure 5.2: Hierarchical cluster. RNA from local wounded (L) and distal unwounded (D)
leaves of wt, opr3, aos and coi1-1 plants were hybridized on a jasmonate reporter
microarray. Genes showing an expression ratio higher than two or lower than 0.5
were clustered using hierarchical clustering. All genes are represented by GST
except two marked with a star (*) that are represented by EST. Cluster A are
jasmonate-independent, COI1-independent genes. Cluster B are jasmonate-
independent, COI1-dependent genes. Cluster C are jasmonate-dependent,
COI1-dependent genes.
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leads to modest gene induction, presence of OPDA alone in opr3 plants leads to absence
of distal gene induction while absence of both JA and OPDA leads to high induction of
JA-independent genes by an unknown wound signal in aos plants. No genes are induced
distally in coi1-1 background meaning that the putative stimulating eﬀect of JA is acting
through COI1 while the putative inhibition of wound signaling by OPDA is independent of
COI1 and could be attributed to its electrophilic property.
5.2.3 Systemic regulation of RNS1 by JA and OPDA
RNS1 is a well known wound marker gene that is highly induced locally by a JA-independent
signal [125]. To conﬁrm the hypothesis of antagonism between JA and OPDA, we conducted
two chemical complementation experiments. The ﬁrst one aimed to demonstrate the positive
eﬀect of JA on distal induction of RNS1. Three opr3 leaves were wounded and 10 nmol of
JA was inﬁltrated into either the wounded leaves, or three distal leaves or both (Figure 5.3).
Leaves non-treated with JA were inﬁltrated with 10 µl of 1 % EtOH. RNA was extracted 180
min. after treatment. Northern blots were done using RNS1 and chlorophyll a/b binding
protein (LHB1B2 ) probes. RNS1 has a low expression level in healthy conditions that is
not altered by the careful inﬁltration of 10 nmol of JA (Figure 5.3.A). As observed with
microarray experiments (Figure 5.2), wounding induces a very high expression of RNS1
locally but not distally in opr3 leaves (Figure 5.3.B). Microarray experiments showed a
distal induction of RNS1 in wt leaves (Figure 5.2). Lack of JA in opr3 plants abolishes
this induction. We have tried to complement this phenotype by inﬁltrating 10 nmol of
JA in local wounded leaves (Figure 5.3.C), in distal unwounded leaves (Figure 5.3.D) and
in both wounded and unwounded leaves (Figure 5.3.E). Distal induction of RNS1 upon
wounding can be restored only by applying JA throughout the plant. Neither local nor
distal application were suﬃcient to measure an increase in RNS1 expression. In accordance
with the microarray experiment, northern blot analysis conﬁrmed that JA is a key regulator
of wound signaling. It regulates gene expression at the local wounded site and stimulates
the distal induction of RNS1, a locally JA-independent gene. By implication, many other
genes may be regulated in this manner.
Because lack of OPDA in aos mutants leads to an increase in distal gene induction after
wounding, we hypothesized that OPDA could be a repressor of systemic signaling. Thus,
addition of OPDA to aos leaves should decrease distal induction of RNS1. Local and distal
induction upon wounding of RNS1 in aos plants were conﬁrmed by Northern Blot (Figure
5.4.A). The distal induction (about 5 fold) is less elevated than local induction (about 20 fold)
but is still signiﬁcant. Inﬁltration of 10 nmol OPDA into the wounded leaf (Figure 5.4.B)
or into the distal unwounded leaf (Figure 5.4.C) results in an unexpected high induction of
RNS1 in both cases. The level of distal induction in this case is similar to that in local
induction. Because this induction may be a consequence of a rapid conversion of OPDA to
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Figure 5.3: Eﬀect of JA on systemic induction of RNS1. Northern blot analysis of RNS1
expression in local (L) wounded (hashed) and distal (D) unwounded (plain) opr3
leaves inﬁltrated with 10 nmol of JA or 1 % EtOH as control. A. Eﬀect of JA
on RNS1 expression. B. Wounding induces local but not distal expression of
RNS1. C. Inﬁltration of JA at the wound site can not induce distal expression
of RNS1. D. Distal inﬁltration of JA can not induce distal expression of RNS1
upon wounding. E. Local and distal inﬁltrations of JA strongly induce RNS1
expression in distal leaves upon wounding. Data are from representative blot of
a triplicated experiment.
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Figure 5.4: Inﬁltration of OPDA stimulates distal activation of RNS1 in an aos mutant.
A. Local leaves were wounded and RNS1 expression was measured by Northern
blotting in local wounded leaves (L) and distal unwounded leaves (D). 10 nmol of
OPDA was inﬁltrated either into local leaves (B) or into distal leaves (C). Leaves
without OPDA treatment were inﬁltrated with 1% MeOH (10 µl). Sample '-' is
a control, unwounded leaf inﬁltrated with MeOH. RNA was extracted after 180
min. This analysis has been replicated with similar results three times.
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the active signal JA, the same experiment was conducted in opr3 plants and resulted in the
same RNS1 induction in response to OPDA (data not shown).
Therefore, both OPDA and JA have a stimulatory eﬀect on distal induction of RNS1.
Whereas a high concentration of JA is needed throughout the plant, application of OPDA
to the wounded or to the distal leaf alone is suﬃcient to induce RNS1. The cause of the
high induction of RNS1 in aos distal leaves is thus still unknown. One possibility is that,
accumulation of the AOS substrate (13-HPOTrE) and its lack of conversion to OPDA could
lead to an increased activity of the HPL pathway and therefore an accumulation of many
aldehydes. They may be active in systemic wound signaling. Further experiments, including
quantiﬁcation of these compounds in aos plants, are required.
5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Endogenous production versus exogenous application of
jasmonates
The selection of jasmonate marker genes printed on the microarray resulted from the appli-
cation of exogenous OPDA or JA to wt leaves. Eight genes are induced by both JA and
OPDA, 25 are diﬀerentially expressed in response to JA treatment and 8 in response to
OPDA treatment (4). Wounding stimulates the production of OPDA and JA in vivo [21].
This stress was used in opr3 and aos mutants to isolate the eﬀect of OPDA and JA on target
gene expression. Of the 41 printed genes, 27 show a diﬀerential expression after a wound.
It is highly probable that JA and OPDA concentrations after inﬁltration are much higher
than after wounding explaining why the expression ratio of 14 genes does not exceed the
twofold cutoﬀ. On the other hand, some JA-dependent genes were shown to be repressed
locally in response to wounding. This repression may require oligogalacturonides and ethy-
lene [22] but it does not aﬀect all JA-responsive genes since AOS, LOX2 and PAL2 have
been shown to be induced by wounding [84, 21]. This repression could also explain why 14
jasmonate-responsive genes are not wound-inducible.
OPDA can induce gene expression either through its electrophilic property or through its
jasmonate structure. Unfortunately, we have not seen any wound-responsive genes that are
induced both in wt and opr3 but not in aos. Such genes would have certainly been OPDA-
dependent. Four out of the six OPDA-induced genes are equally induced in wt, opr3 and
aos genotypes, meaning that another signal is activating their transcription. They are all
highly induced by CPE treatment and may well be as such induced by carbonyl compounds
produced in vivo. Two such molecules have recently been shown to modify the transcription
pattern of treated cells. Methyl vinyl ketone is a 4-carbon carbonyl compound triggering
a very similar expression pattern to the pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato [63].
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Malondialdehyde is another electrophilic molecule, present in Arabidopsis and is able to
alter the expression of abiotic stress related genes [120]. Finally, the expression of two
OPDA repressed-genes was unaﬀected by wounding.
23 genes were induced by application of exogenous JA. Induction of 7 of them (including
VSP2 and OPR3 ) was OPR3- and AOS-dependent, meaning that the activation of tran-
scription requires JA. Vegetative storage proteins have long been used as JA reporters [29].
The promoter of VSP1 has been fused to the GUS gene to conduct a screening for mutants
constitutively active in JA signaling (cev) [60]. Four lectins are induced late (360 min.)
after a wound in wt leaves but not in opr3 or aos. Lectins are glycoproteins which could be
involved in plant defense. Interestingly, these lectins come from a narrow genomic region,
ranging from At3g16400 to At3g16470. They certainly originate from gene duplications and
thus share some common regulatory elements, explaining their similar expression proﬁles.
Eight JA-inducible genes, including a tyrosine aminotransferase (TAT ) and a MYC tran-
scription factor, RAP1 (At1g32640), are similarly induced in wt, aos and opr3 plants upon
wounding. RAP1 has been shown to be induced by dehydration [126] that contributes to the
induction of JA-independent genes during the wound response [21]. TAT is highly wound-
and JA-inducible. However, abscissic acid is also able to activate its expression [18].
Wounding activates the jasmonate pathway but also produces a water stress as well as
oxidative stress. Some of the genes printed on the microarray respond exclusively to JA and
thus are induced only in wt wounded leaves. However, many of the genes could be induced
by both JA and other signaling molecules like ABA, ethylene or electrophilic compounds.
Therefore, they are still induced in wounded mutant leaves lacking JA or OPDA and fail to
be markers for these signals.
5.3.2 JA and OPDA in systemic wound signaling
In tomato, local synthesis and distal perception of JA are clearly required for systemic pro-
teinase inhibitor induction in response to a wound [123]. Moreover, the jasmonate biosyn-
thetic enzymes LOX, AOS and AOC are expressed preferentially in phloem cells, thus in-
creasing concentrations of JA (and OPDA) in sieve tubes [127]. Whether OPDA or JA or
both could play a role in systemic wound signaling is yet unknown in Arabidopsis. Using our
jasmonate reporter microarray, we have shown that the lack of JA production and percep-
tion in opr3 and coi1-1 mutant respectively, impairs distal wound induction of JA-dependent
(VSP2, hydroxyjasmonate sulfotransferase) as well as JA-independent (RNS1, TAT ) genes
(Figure 5.2). We have thus supposed that JA may be involved in systemic signaling. To
test whether it is required at the wound site or in the distal leaves, we have wounded leaves
and applied JA either on the wounded local leaf or in the distal unwounded leaves. We have
then monitored the expression of the JA-independent wound-responsive gene RNS1 after 3
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Figure 5.5: A model of systemic wound signaling. A non-jasmonate wound signal is produced
in the local wounded leaf and activate gene expression in distal leaves. It's
production or activation is under a positive and a negative control. A. systemic
signaling is activated by JA and OPDA and inhibited by one or both α−and
γ−ketols originating from the allene oxide.
hours (Figure 5.3). We concluded that JA is required both in local and in distal leaves for
systemic stimulation of RNS1.
However, even if JA is involved in the stimulation of systemic wound signaling, it cannot
be the sole mobile signal because of the high distal induction of wound-responsive genes in
the aos genotype (Figure 5.2). This latter observation suggested an inhibition by OPDA
of systemic signal production or transport. To conﬁrm this, we inﬁltrated OPDA into aos
leaves in order to abolish distal RNS1 induction upon wounding. Surprisingly, instead of
inhibiting RNS1 distal expression, both local and distal inﬁltration of OPDA lead to a
dramatic activation of this gene (Figure 5.4). Therefore, the aos phenotype could not be
attributed to lack of OPDA as a repressor. One assumption can be stated to justify our
observations (Figure 5.5).
The model involves α−and γ−ketols or the allene oxide itself as repressing agents. The
enhancement of distal wound-responsive gene induction is probably due to the lack of a
repressor molecule. OPDA is produced by the cyclization of the instable allene oxide by
AOC. However, a small proportion of allene oxide is spontaneously converted to α−and
γ−ketols [82], which have no deﬁned biological functions. Considering one or both of these
molecules as systemic wound repressors could explain our results (Figure 5.5). Both OPDA
and JA are activators of signaling (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). This activation would be opposed
to the inhibition by ketols or the allene oxide. In opr3 mutants, levels of JA are negligible
and OPDA concentration is lower than in wt because of the lack of positive feed-back loop of
jasmonate pathway induction [55]. The induction property of OPDA wound not be suﬃcient
to balance the ketols or allene oxide inhibition. Because of the lack of systemic gene induction
in coi1-1 wounded plants, we can postulate that the induction eﬀect of OPDA and JA is COI1
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dependent. In the aos mutant, no ketols could be produced and systemic signaling is eﬃcient.
Because of the instability of the allene oxide, it may be diﬃcult to apply exogenously.
However, α−and γ−ketols are relatively stable end-products of AOS [81] and may be applied
to wounded leaves.
5.4 Conclusion
We have used wounding to stimulate jasmonate synthesis and signaling and aos and opr3
mutants to isolate the eﬀects of OPDA and JA. By monitoring the expression proﬁle of 45
jasmonate-responsive genes, we did not succeed in identifying strict OPDA targets. A global
analysis of the wound transcriptome might highlight such genes. We have also observed that
some jasmonate-inducible genes are induced by wounding in the absence of JA and OPDA,
meaning that other signals act in parallel to jasmonates for the activation of transcription.
Several clues imply roles for jasmonates in systemic wound signaling. The aos mutation
eliminates jasmonates without getting rid of the systemic signal. However, in the opr3 and
coi1-1 mutant, the distal wound-responsive gene induction is abolished. Therefore, even if
they cannot be the systemic signal, jasmonates are required for it's production, activation
or detection. In solanaceous plants, a propeptide is processed in response to wounding to
its active, mobile form, called systemin [128]. No genetic homolog exists in Arabidopsis, but
it is not improbable that an unrelated peptide could have the same function. Jasmonates
could regulate the processing of the propeptide into its active form.
Figure 5.2 contains genes induced locally by wounding in the absence of jasmonates (aos
leaves) but not in the jasmonate signaling mutant coi1-1. COI1 is likely to control most if
not all the jasmonate response. This observation widened its sphere of activity. The next
chapter will address the question of analogy between the aos and coi1-1 mutations.
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6 The aos and coi1-1 mutations are not
analogous
6.1 Introduction
Application of exogenous jasmonate (JA) into coi1-1 plants does not signiﬁcantly alter any
gene expression. Because of its electrophilic property, a part of the OPDA response is
COI1-independent, but the majority of OPDA-responsive genes are COI1-dependent [55].
Therefore, COI1 appears to play a central role in jasmonate signaling. However, whether
non-jasmonate signals can act through COI1 is unknown. This chapter will address the
question of the analogy between aos and coi1-1. In other words, does a plant lacking the
capacity to synthesize jasmonates have the same transcription proﬁle as a plant lacking the
capacity to sense them ? Are there jasmonate-dependent, COI1-independent genes and vice
versa ? Is aos fully epistatic to coi1 ?
6.2 Results
In Figure 5.2, we compared two jasmonate biosynthetic mutants (opr3 and aos) and one
jasmonate signaling mutant (coi1-1 ) during the local and distal wound response. Surpris-
ingly, we identiﬁed four genes (TAT, LOX2, HSP and GST ) that are wound inducible in
aos and wt but not in coi1-1 leaves (Figure 6.1). Ratios in coi1-1 wounded leaves are
about half of ratios in aos wounded leaves. Diﬀerences in ratios between aos and coi1-1
are statistically signiﬁcant with p-value (calculated with a Student t-test) ranging between
0.05 and 0.01, whereas diﬀerences are not signiﬁcant between aos and wt (p-value > 0.5).
These observations are contradictory to the hypothesis of analogy between aos and coi1-1
mutants. Because no jasmonate can be produced in aos leaves, this observation implies that
COI1 should control another wound signaling pathway.
However, the small jasmonate reporter microarray we used did not display any COI1-
independent, AOS-dependent genes. To further characterize the comparison of the two
mutants, we took a whole genome approach.
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Figure 6.1: Gene expression in wt, aos and coi1-1 leaves 180 min after wounding. Expression
ratios of 4 genes presenting a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between aos and coi1-1 are
plotted. Standard deviations of three independent replicates are plotted.
6.2.1 Whole genome analysis
CATMA [103] is a European project to build a complete Arabidopsis microarray. Genes are
printed as Gene Speciﬁc tags (GSTs). We used the ﬁrst generation microarray representing
21'611 unique AGIs, out of 25'500 available in total (85% of the genome), to study the local
wound response of Arabidopsis leaves in wt, aos and coi1-1 backgrounds. Forty percent
of each leaf of 12 plants were wounded and total RNA was extracted after 180 min. Total
RNA of wounded leaves was labeled with Cy5 and total RNA from unwounded control
leaves was labeled with Cy3. Experiments were done in triplicate. Statistical analysis of
the results was done using the limma library [129] of the R statistical software. We used
the two groups analysis method with the ﬁrst group being a set of 6 biological replicates
of wt unwounded leaves versus wt unwounded leaves and the second group being a set of
three replicates of control versus wounded. This analysis calculates an M value (log2ratio)
by ﬁtting a linear model on each gene and a moderated t-statistics by using empirical Bayes
analysis. The resulting p-values are further adjusted for multiple testing using the fdr
method derived from Benjamini and Hochberg's step-up method [105]. This approach has
been shown to be appropriate for small numbers of replicates. Three analyses were done to
identify diﬀerentially expressed genes in wt, aos and coi1-1 wounded leaves.
Using the standard twofold cutoﬀ and 0.05 p-value, we identiﬁed 950, 933 and 667 diﬀer-
entially expressed GSTs in wt, aos and coi1-1 wounded leaves respectively. Out of 25'392
spotted GSTs (some AGI are represented by multiple GSTs), these numbers mean that 3.7 %,
3.6 % and 2.6 % of the genes in the genome are wound-induced or repressed in wt, aos and
coi1-1 respectively. However, some of them may be false positives. If we separate the six
control versus control experiments into two groups of three experiments and we apply the
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same analysis, we end up with a list of about 50 genes that are selected using the twofold
cutoﬀ and 0.05 p-value. So, about 5 % of the selected wound-responsive spots would be false
positives. We also computed the false discovery rate (FDR) for our list of selected genes,
using the qvalue method from Storey and Tibshirani [107]. Using non-adjusted p-values as
inputs, the method calculates an FDR of 2.8 %. Despite the similar numbers of diﬀerentially
expressed genes in wt and aos wounded leaves, only one third of these genes has a similar
expression proﬁle in the two genotypes. No antagonism was observed between wt, aos and
coi1-1 wounded leaves, meaning that no gene is signiﬁcantly induced in one genotype and
repressed in another. 706 GSTs were induced in wt leaves and 204 were repressed. Thus,
repression represents approximately 25 % of diﬀerentially expressed genes.
Because no antagonism is observed between the three genotypes, we can schematize their
interactions during the wound response with a Venn diagram (Figure 6.2). Seven possible
interactions can occur (Figure 6.2.A). Category numbers 1, 2 and 3 contain genes induced or
repressed only in wt, aos and coi1-1 respectively. Numbers 4, 5 and 6 contain genes induced
or repressed in two genotypes, wt and coi1-1, wt and aos and aos and coi1-1 respectively.
Interaction category number 7 contains genes with a similar induction or repression in the
three genotypes. We classiﬁed GSTs into these seven categories using a combination of
a twofold cutoﬀ for induction or repression and a p-value lower than 0.05 (Figure 6.2.B).
Comparison of wt with the aos mutant demonstrated that two thirds of the wound-responsive
genes are jasmonate-dependent. 450 GSTs are induced or repressed in wt but not in aos
and 402 are induced in aos but not in wt, while 444 are similarly induced or repressed in wt
and aos. While numerous studies have focused on jasmonate-induced genes [21, 33], these
results highlight a very important set of genes having their wound induction restrained by
jasmonates. 386 wound-responsive GSTs are diﬀerentially expressed only in wt, meaning that
both aos and coi1-1 mutations block their wound response. However, the analogy between
the two mutants cannot be established because of the 150 GSTs induced or repressed in wt
and aos but not in coi1-1 and the 64 diﬀerentially expressed GSTs in wt and coi1-1 but
not in aos wounded leaves. From these results, we conclude that jasmonate signaling is
not entirely dependent on COI1 and that COI1 regulates wound signals other than those
emanating from jasmonates.
In order to produce a list of robust marker genes diﬀerentially expressed in wt, aos and coi1-1,
we applied very stringent criteria for their selection (Figure 6.2.C). For a gene to be induced
(or repressed) in one genotype and not in the others, its ratio should be higher than 2.5 (or
lower than 0.4) in this genotype and lower than 1.5 (or higher than 0.66) in the two others.
Moreover, the p-value in the induced (or repressed) genotype should be lower than 0.01. In
a comparison of control versus control, no spots is selected using these criteria. So, it is
highly propable that no false positive will be produced with this stringency. The calculared
FDR for this group of genes is 0.5 %. Genes signiﬁcantly induced in one genotype but
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of wound-responsive gene expression in wt, aos and
coi1-1 leaves.
A. Seven categories of genes can be deﬁned. Genes in category 1 are AOS- and COI1-
dependent, 2 are inhibited by AOS, 3 are COI1-inhibited, 4 are jasmonate-dependent,
COI1-independent, 5 are COI1-dependent and jasmonate-independent, 6 are inhibited
by jasmonates and COI1 and 7 are jasmonate-independent, COI1-independent wound-
responsive genes.
B. Standard criteria for diﬀerentially expressed gene selection (twofold induction / repression
cutoﬀ and p-value lower than 0.05) revealed 1'447 diﬀerentially expressed GSTs in
response to wounding (5.7 % of total GSTs). False discovery rate (fdr) is estimated to
be equal to 2.8 %.
C. Very strict criteria were used to select robust marker genes for each category. To be
considered as diﬀerentially expressed, a gene must have an expression ratio higher
than 2.5 or lower than 0.4 and a p-value lower than 0.01. To be considered as non-
diﬀerentially expressed, a gene must have its expression ratio comprised between 0.66
and 1.5. A total of 148 genes was selected. False discovery rate (fdr) is estimated to
be equal to 0.5 %.
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with an induction ratio between 1.5 and 2.5 in one ore two other genotype were discarded
from the analysis. Also these genes are wound-responsive, they cannot unequivocally be
classiﬁed in a category. Using such restriction would not produce an exhaustive list of
wound-responsive genes, but the few remaining markers would be of a very high quality
(Figure 6.2.C, Table 6.1). 20 wound-inducible genes require both AOS and COI1, the most
induced being an oxidoreductase (At3g55970). Three jacalin lectins (At2g39310, At3g16400
and At2g39330) are also present on this list, one of which is printed on the jasmonate
reporter microarray. Numerous enzymes of the tryptophan pathway (TSA1 : At3g54640,
PAT1: At5g17990, CYP79B2 : At4g39950) are also present in this category, meaning that the
synthesis of tryptophan is to some extent jasmonate-inducible. Three wound-repressed genes
are also AOS- and COI1- dependent, one of which encodes a zinc ﬁnger protein (At3g30460).
Three genes seems to be repressed by jasmonates (induced in aos mutant but not in wt)
independently of COI1. ICS1 (At1g74710) is one of these and is involved in salicylic acid
biosynthesis. This result is in accordance with the known antagonism between SA and JA
pathways. The wound induction of a protein kinase (At1g43230) is constrained by COI1 by a
jasmonate-independent mechanism. A zinc ﬁnger protein (At5g04340) is induced in both wt
and coi1-1 but not in aos. The induction of this gene may be triggered by the electrophilic
properties of OPDA. A putative anthocyanidin synthase (At2g38240) is highly induced in wt
wounded leaves (27 fold) and in aos wounded leaves (19 fold) but not in coi1-1 leaves (2.4 fold
but with a non-signiﬁcant p-value = 0.4). This would be a good marker of a non-jasmonate,
COI1-dependent signaling pathway. Three other genes (At1g19200, At3g12090, At3g50770)
have the same pattern of expression. Four genes, comprising a lipase (At2g04570) and a
dehydrin (At5g66400) are induced in both aos and coi1-1 but not in wt, meaning that their
induction is constrained by jasmonates in a COI1-dependent manner in wt wounded leaves.
103 genes are similarly induced in the three genotypes upon wounding. The high proportion
of AOS- and COI1-independent wound-induced genes in Figure 6.2.C compared to Figure
6.2.B is due to the introduction of the selection criteria for categories 1 to 6 which discards
genes with an induction or repression ratio ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 or from 0.4 to 0.66. Since
this criteria is ineﬃcent for category 7 (genes are induced or repressed in all three genotypes),
a higher proportion of spots are retained from Figure 6.2.B. A selection of genes with known
or putative functions can be grouped into functional categories (Table 6.2). AOS- and
COI1-independent wound signaling activates genes involved in cell wall modiﬁcations, cell
proliferation, defense, abiotic stress response, relocation of resources, transcription factors
and signal transduction.
In summary, this experiment demonstrates that the two mutants aos and coi1-1 are clearly
not analogous and, by inference, aos is not fully epistatic to coi1. Furthermore, it provides a
set of high quality marker genes to study the non-jasmonate, COI1-dependent wound signal
and the electrophilic eﬀect of OPDA. Moreover, the observation of induction of ICS1 in aos
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wt aos coi1-1
AGI AGI gene function ratio p-value ratio p-value ratio p-value Cat.
At3g55970 oxidoreductase 15.4 7.6E-05 0.8 7.2E-01 0.9 8.4E-01 1
At2g43520 trypsin inhibitor, putative 6.8 1.9E-04 1.4 1.9E-01 1.0 9.8E-01 1
At3g15630 expressed protein 4.7 7.7E-03 1.5 2.7E-01 1.2 7.1E-01 1
At3g30775 proline oxidase (ERD5) 4.3 4.2E-03 1.5 2.9E-01 1.4 4.5E-01 1
At3g05120 expressed protein 4.2 2.8E-03 1.1 9.0E-01 0.7 1.9E-01 1
At3g21230 4-coumarate-CoA ligase (4CL) 3.7 8.1E-03 1.3 5.2E-01 1.1 8.7E-01 1
At2g39330 jacalin lectin family protein 3.6 1.4E-03 1.3 4.2E-01 0.6 2.3E-01 1
At3g16400 jacalin lectin family protein 3.4 8.3E-03 0.9 7.5E-01 1.0 9.6E-01 1
At3g54640 tryptophan synthase (TSA1) 3.2 1.5E-03 1.2 5.1E-01 0.8 4.6E-01 1
At2g39310 jacalin lectin family protein 3.2 1.9E-03 1.4 2.9E-01 1.3 6.0E-01 1
At4g39950 cytochrome P450 79B2 3.0 6.1E-03 1.4 3.1E-01 0.8 4.2E-01 1
At2g36710 pectinesterase family protein 2.9 3.0E-03 0.8 4.9E-01 0.7 3.2E-01 1
At4g35630 phosphoserine aminotransferase (PSAT) 2.9 2.4E-03 1.4 1.7E-01 0.9 7.2E-01 1
At5g23660 nodulin MtN3 family protein 2.8 9.3E-03 1.2 6.6E-01 1.0 9.3E-01 1
At2g30600 BTB/POZ domain-containing protein 2.8 7.6E-03 1.1 7.8E-01 1.0 9.2E-01 1
At5g13880 expressed protein 2.7 3.6E-03 1.3 6.1E-01 1.1 7.6E-01 1
At3g04000 short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) 2.7 6.1E-04 1.4 1.2E-01 1.2 3.9E-01 1
At1g35210 expressed protein 2.6 4.4E-03 1.2 7.2E-01 1.2 5.2E-01 1
At5g17990 anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase (PAT1) 2.6 3.0E-03 1.2 3.8E-01 0.8 4.1E-01 1
At3g48350 cysteine proteinase, putative 2.5 6.7E-03 0.9 8.8E-01 1.3 6.2E-01 1
At1g57590 pectinacetylesterase, putative 0.4 9.2E-03 0.8 3.5E-01 0.8 3.5E-01 1
At1g75870 hypothetical protein 0.3 8.1E-03 0.9 5.7E-01 1.0 9.0E-01 1
At3g30460 zinc ﬁnger (C3HC4-type RING ﬁnger) 0.2 3.7E-03 0.9 7.1E-01 0.8 5.6E-01 1
At1g74710 isochorismate synthase 1 (ICS1) 0.9 8.4E-01 3.0 3.5E-03 1.3 5.0E-01 2
At1g19200 senescence-associated protein-related 0.7 5.4E-01 2.9 8.0E-03 1.1 8.4E-01 2
At3g50770 calmodulin-related protein, putative 1.2 6.2E-01 2.5 2.4E-03 1.4 2.1E-01 2
At3g12090 senescence-associated family protein 0.9 7.7E-01 0.2 3.0E-03 0.8 5.8E-01 2
At2g43230 serine/threonine protein kinase, putative 0.9 7.2E-01 1.3 3.5E-01 3.0 9.8E-03 3
At5g03210 expressed protein 1.2 6.8E-01 1.2 4.8E-01 2.7 6.7E-03 3
At3g19710 branched-chain amino acid aminotransferase 0.7 1.7E-01 0.7 9.5E-02 0.4 1.1E-03 3
At5g04340 zinc ﬁnger (C2H2 type) 3.6 2.7E-03 1.5 2.1E-01 2.7 6.9E-03 4
At2g38240 anthocyanidin synthase, putative 27.0 1.3E-03 19.3 4.5E-03 2.4 4.1E-01 5
At1g74020 strictosidine synthase 3.6 3.0E-03 2.6 5.4E-03 1.3 3.4E-01 5
At1g72680 cinnamyl-alcohol dehydrogenase, putative 3.4 1.5E-03 2.7 4.1E-03 1.5 2.1E-01 5
No match unknown protein 0.2 1.6E-03 0.3 3.7E-03 1.0 9.2E-01 5
At2g04570 GDSL-motif lipase/hydrolase 1.3 3.5E-01 5.1 8.6E-05 5.0 1.7E-04 6
At1g49450 transducin 1.3 4.8E-01 3.2 9.1E-04 3.8 7.9E-04 6
At5g66400 dehydrin (RAB18) 1.5 3.3E-01 2.8 7.5E-03 3.7 6.6E-04 6
At3g29575 expressed protein 1.4 2.7E-01 3.7 3.8E-04 3.1 8.0E-04 6
Table 6.1: AOS- and / or COI1-dependent genes. wt, aos and coi1-1 leaves were wounded
for 180 min. Expression ratios and p-values adjusted for multiple testing using the
fdr method were calculated using the two groups method of the limma package
of the R software. Genes are grouped in 6 categories (column Cat.). See Figure
6.2 for details.
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wt aos coi1-1
Gene function AGI ratio p-value ratio p-value ratio p-value
Cell wall modiﬁcations
expansin, putative (EXP10) At1g26770 5.2 1.1E-03 3.0 7.8E-03 9.1 9.5E-05
cinnamyl-alcohol dehydrogenase, putative At4g34230 5.8 5.2E-04 6.5 4.7E-05 8.5 5.5E-05
arabinogalactan-protein (AGP12) At3g13520 7.5 1.7E-04 8.2 3.2E-04 8.4 3.2E-04
hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein family protein At5g65660 7.5 1.9E-05 4.4 1.1E-04 7.8 1.6E-05
acyl CoA reductase, putative At5g22500 14.8 1.1E-05 14.1 1.1E-05 7.3 1.4E-04
glycosyl hydrolase family 17 protein At3g04010 7.8 8.9E-05 11.9 1.1E-04 6.5 1.5E-04
glycosyl hydrolase family 17 protein At2g27500 3.4 1.2E-03 4.0 6.7E-04 4.4 3.1E-03
beta-fructosidase (BFRUCT1) At3g13790 4.9 4.6E-04 3.3 9.2E-03 4.1 5.0E-03
arabinogalactan-protein (AGP10) At4g09030 4.2 1.9E-03 2.7 4.9E-03 3.7 3.4E-04
reversibly glycosylated polypeptide-2 (RGP2) At5g15650 3.3 3.4E-04 3.0 9.8E-04 3.2 1.5E-03
WAX2 protein At5g57800 5.4 1.9E-05 3.5 2.1E-04 2.8 7.2E-04
glycosyl hydrolase family 17 protein At5g55180 4.0 2.2E-03 4.7 1.6E-03 2.7 6.9E-03
glycosyl hydrolase family 1 protein At1g26560 5.5 5.1E-05 3.4 1.3E-03 2.6 4.4E-03
Cell proliferation
phytosulfokines 2 (PSK2) At2g22860 6.3 5.7E-04 9.0 2.4E-05 7.4 8.3E-04
no apical meristem (NAM) At1g52890 10.7 4.4E-04 6.9 8.0E-04 6.9 1.8E-03
BON1-associated protein 1 (BAP1) At3g61190 2.7 7.0E-03 2.8 2.4E-03 5.7 9.4E-04
no apical meristem (NAM) At5g63790 3.5 3.7E-03 4.1 7.2E-04 4.4 2.8E-04
phytosulfokines 3 (PSK3) At3g49780 3.2 8.0E-03 3.6 4.2E-03 4.2 4.9E-03
no apical meristem (NAM) At1g01010 3.3 4.7E-03 2.8 3.6E-03 3.4 3.8E-03
Defense
protease inhibitor, putative At2g38870 19.8 4.2E-06 30.2 6.4E-06 13.3 1.1E-05
trypsin inhibitor, putative At2g43510 9.6 2.7E-05 4.4 4.7E-04 12.1 1.6E-05
chitinase, putative At2g43620 11.1 1.9E-03 18.3 5.9E-05 5.7 3.1E-04
invertase/pectin methylesterase inhibitor At3g47380 6.2 2.0E-03 7.5 3.7E-04 4.3 8.3E-04
protease inhibitor At4g22470 2.9 7.9E-03 3.5 1.5E-03 4.2 2.7E-04
protease inhibitor At1g62790 3.0 1.3E-03 2.8 5.4E-03 2.6 2.6E-03
Abiotic stress
DNAJ heat shock protein At1g71000 8.8 4.3E-05 7.2 1.9E-03 9.8 2.0E-03
heat shock protein (HSP17.8-CI) At1g07400 7.8 2.0E-04 4.9 1.6E-04 7.4 1.5E-04
aquaporin PIP2.3 (PIP2.3) (RD28) At2g37180 10.4 1.2E-05 4.8 1.1E-04 5.6 7.5E-05
proline-rich family protein At2g16630 6.7 5.3E-04 4.5 4.7E-03 4.7 2.3E-03
hypoxia-responsive family protein At5g27760 4.5 9.9E-05 3.2 7.8E-04 4.5 9.5E-05
peroxidase, putative At5g64120 8.0 2.3E-04 6.7 4.2E-05 4.2 3.4E-04
heat shock protein 70, putative At3g12580 7.3 4.6E-05 4.9 4.2E-05 4.1 6.1E-04
heat shock protein 81-1 (HSP81-1) At5g52640 4.6 8.9E-05 3.1 7.8E-04 3.6 3.9E-04
glutathione S-transferase, putative At2g29420 3.2 4.4E-03 4.8 2.8E-04 3.3 2.5E-03
Relocation of ressources
late embryogenesis abundant protein At1g52690 23.5 2.7E-05 13.6 1.1E-04 5.7 8.3E-04
late embryogenesis abundant protein At5g06760 9.9 1.6E-03 18.8 1.1E-05 4.0 2.2E-03
embryo-abundant protein-related At4g22530 3.3 3.8E-04 2.8 7.0E-04 3.1 3.2E-04
Transcription factors
AP2 domain transcription factor, putative At5g64750 27.1 1.2E-05 22.5 1.1E-05 26.3 1.7E-05
bHLH family protein At4g20970 11.6 2.5E-04 10.1 1.1E-04 15.6 1.8E-05
zinc ﬁnger (AN1-like) At3g28210 9.3 2.7E-05 8.2 1.2E-04 14.6 1.1E-05
AP2 domain transcription factor, putative At4g28140 11.1 5.0E-04 18.9 3.9E-04 13.6 3.2E-04
myb family transcription factor (MYB74) At4g05100 9.2 1.1E-05 9.6 8.5E-06 8.8 1.1E-05
zinc ﬁnger (C2H2 type) family protein (ZAT12) At5g59820 4.4 7.4E-04 5.7 1.1E-04 8.3 2.0E-04
WRKY family transcription factor At4g18170 3.1 9.0E-03 3.8 4.6E-03 5.1 1.3E-03
AP2 domain transcription factor, (DRE2B) At2g40340 6.0 2.7E-05 3.6 1.8E-03 5.0 7.5E-04
bZIP transcription factor family protein At4g34590 2.7 3.4E-03 2.9 1.8E-03 4.4 2.2E-03
zinc ﬁnger (C3HC4-type RING ﬁnger) protein At1g08050 6.2 3.3E-04 3.6 2.4E-03 4.2 3.9E-03
Signal transduction
gibberellin 2-oxidase, putative At1g02400 7.5 3.1E-04 20.2 8.5E-06 12.0 5.1E-05
ABA-responsive protein-related At3g02480 18.2 4.6E-05 10.0 5.3E-04 11.5 1.4E-04
auxin eux carrier family protein At2g17500 4.6 1.7E-03 4.6 1.3E-03 9.2 1.8E-05
armadillo/beta-catenin repeat family protein At3g09350 8.0 1.9E-05 5.9 1.1E-04 7.7 1.4E-04
protein kinase family protein At4g23210 11.9 1.2E-05 5.7 7.7E-04 6.9 2.7E-03
arginine decarboxylase 2 (SPE2) At4g34710 5.1 1.1E-03 3.2 7.8E-03 6.0 4.1E-04
F-box family protein At1g61340 3.5 9.6E-03 8.7 1.8E-04 6.0 6.0E-03
seven transmembrane MLO protein (MLO12) At2g39200 5.9 9.6E-05 5.4 8.0E-04 4.8 2.2E-04
F-box family protein At2g41170 7.7 2.9E-05 6.0 1.1E-04 3.8 1.9E-03
PIP kinase, putative At1g21980 4.2 1.3E-03 2.6 6.2E-03 3.8 1.5E-03
protein kinase At3g20860 4.1 6.5E-04 2.8 8.2E-03 3.0 2.1E-03
Unknown
ribonuclease 1 (RNS1) At2g02990 33.2 1.2E-05 68.1 6.4E-06 24.3 1.2E-04
GDSL-motif lipase/hydrolase At5g55050 13.9 8.6E-06 11.6 1.1E-05 8.4 1.1E-05
tolB protein-related At4g01870 6.8 1.2E-03 9.2 7.8E-05 8.0 1.4E-04
Table 6.2: Selection of AOS- and COI1-independent, wound-responsive genes (category num-
ber 7). p-values are adjusted for multiple testing using the fdr method.
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provides a clue to characterize the COI1-independent inhibition of the SA pathway by a
jasmonate molecule.
6.3 Discussion
6.3.1 A non-jasmonate, COI1-dependent wound signal
The analysis of the wound response using the jasmonate reporter microarray described in
Chapter 5 revealed an interesting set of 4 genes induced in wt and aos but not in coi1-1
(Figure 6.1). However, the diﬀerence of ratios between the genotypes was not so drastic
(about two fold). We thus conducted a whole genome wound study to identify better marker
genes. Using very stringent statistical criteria, we identiﬁed four genes having an induc-
tion or a repression 2.5 to 10 fold higher in aos than in coi1-1. A putative anthocyanidin
synthase (At3g3824), a strictosidine synthase (At1g74020) and a cinnamyl-alcohol dehydro-
genase (At1g72680). A fourth unknown gene is repressed in wt and aos but not in coi1-1 .
Anthocyanidin synthase encodes the penultimate step in anthocyanin synthesis, a protec-
tive pigment against high light and oxidative stress. Strictosidine synthases are involved in
alkaloid biosynthesis and cinnamyl-alcohol dehydrogenase is involved in lignin biosynthesis.
Both enzymes are part of plant secondary metabolism. The nature of the non-jasmonate,
COI1-dependent wound signaling compound is not known. If part of its signaling path-
way is shared with jasmonate signaling, we may hypothesize that there are still unknown
molecules sharing a similar basic structure to jasmonates. Phytoprostanes are a family of
non-enzymatically produced molecules originating from oxygenated fatty acids. Some phy-
toprostanes are present in similar or even higher levels than jasmonates in plants [130, 52].
6.3.2 AOS- and COI1-dependent genes
Several gene expression studies have highlighted the importance of jasmonates during the
wound response [21, 131, 119]. At least half of wound-inducible genes appeared to be depen-
dent on COI1 or OPR3. In our study, 896 GSTs were diﬀerentially expressed in wt leaves
upon wounding (with a twofold cutoﬀ and a p-value lower than 0.05) and 450 appeared
to be AOS-dependent, conﬁrming the previous observations. We have established a list of
20 jasmonate- and COI1-dependent wound-inducible genes. A gene coding for a putative
trypsin inhibitor (At2g43520) is induced 6.8 fold 180 min. after wounding. In many cases
proteinase inhibitors are marker genes used for the characterization of JA as a signaling
molecule involved in plant defense [12, 61, 132]. High concentrations of proteinase inhibitors
alter growth of the insect Spodoptera littoralis and help to preserve leaf area [133]. Several
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similarly regulated genes are involved in the synthesis of toxic compounds. Anthranilate
phosphoribosyl transferase (At5g17990) and tryptophan synthase (At3g54640) are involved
in alkaloid/camalexin production. Camalexin, a phytoalexin, helps to prevent further bac-
terial or fungal infection by disrupting the membranes of pathogens [134, 121]. These two
enzymes are also involved, in combination with a cytochrome P450 79B2 (At4g39950) and
possibly three jacalin lectins (At2g39310, At3g16400 and At2g39330) having putative my-
rosinase binding properties, in the generation of toxic derivatives of indole glucosinolate.
Glucosinates are hydrolyzed by myrosinases (speciﬁc thioglucosidases) to produce nitriles,
isothiocyanates, epithionitriles and thiocyanates [135]. These compounds have been shown
to be toxic to insects and genes involved in their synthesis are induced by MeJA [136, 137] or
Pieris rapae feeding [23]. 4-coumarate-CoA ligase (4CL: At3g21230) is involved in synthesis
of isoﬂavonoid phytoalexins and lignins biosynthesis. This enzyme is, therefore, likely to be
important to reinforce physical barriers and produce toxic compounds. Taken together, these
results conﬁrm that jasmonates are involved in the control of defense compound synthesis
upon wounding. The predicted gene products are active against insect herbivory and may
prevent further microbial infections.
6.3.3 JA-independent genes
Numerous studies have described jasmonate-independent wound signals [18, 20, 19, 21]. We
identiﬁed 103 marker genes for this category, many of which are involved in cell wall modi-
ﬁcation or synthesis. Some of these are listed in Table 6.2. A cinnomyl-alcohol dehydroge-
nase (At4g34230) is involved in lignin synthesis, several glycosyl hydrolases (At3g04010,
At2g27500, At5g55180, At1g26560) are involved in cellulose synthesis and modiﬁcation.
RGP2 (At5g515640) is a homologue of RGP1 which has been postulated to be involved
in polysaccharides synthesis [138]. WAX2 (At5g57800) and a putative acyl-CoA reduc-
tase (At5g22500) may be involved in cutin synthesis [139]. Several cell wall-associated pro-
teins encoding genes like expansin (EXP10 : At1g26770), arabinogalactan protein (AGP12 :
At3g13520), a hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein (At5g65660) are also activated by wound-
ing. All these genes are probably involved in wound healing by regenerating broken cell walls
[140].
In addition to cell wall synthesis, responses to wounding may involve cell de-diﬀerentiation
and proliferation because two phytosulfokines (PSK2 : At2g22860 and PSK3 : At3g49780)
are induced upon wounding. These two polypeptides have been shown to work redundantly
in promoting cell proliferation [141]. Two other proteins, BAP1 and BON1, have been
implicated in wound repair and growth homeostasis. BAP1 is physically associated with
BON1. Together, they control cell division and expansion [142]. Induction of BAP1 in our
experiments, reinforces the observation of modiﬁcation of cell proliferation upon wounding.
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Several defense-related genes, principally protease inhibitors (At2g38870, At2g43510, At4g22470,
At1g62790) and chitinase (At2g43620), are induced upon wounding. They most probably
share the same function with JA-dependent defense genes, thus preventing a future microbial
infection through the wounded area. Induced abiotic stress related genes include heat-shock
proteins (At1g71000, At3g12580, At5g52640), glutathione S-transferase (At2g29420) and
peroxidase (At5g64120), though peroxidase could also be involved in lignin biosynthesis.
These genes respond to the rapid increase in reactive oxygen species concentration known to
occur upon wounding [143]. Some genes are related to dehydration or osmotic stresses like
an aquaporin (At2g37180), an hypoxia-responsive gene (At5g27760) and a proline-rich pro-
tein (At2g16630). This stress is supposed to be a major component of the JA-independent
wound signaling [21].
Several transcription factor-encoding genes are also induced independently of AOS and COI1.
They include AP2 (At5g64750, At4g28140, At2g40340), WRKY (At4g18170) or MYB74
(At4g05100). Genes involved in gibberelin (At1g02400), abscissic acid (At3g024800) or auxin
(At2g17500) signaling and protein kinases (At3g20860, At4g23210) are also induced. Finally,
the well known wound marker RNS1 [125] (At2g02990) is highly induced in all three geno-
types.
While JA appears to be the major wound-signal, other compounds induced upon wounding
have been shown to alter gene expression. First of all, abscissic acid (ABA) accumulates in
regions surrounding the wound site [144] and may function in the dehydration response
[21, 131]. A large scale expression study revealed a set of 245 genes induced by ABA
application [145]. 21 of our jasmonate-independent wound-induced genes are in this list,
conﬁrming that ABA is likely to be active in gene induction upon wounding. Ethylene is
also a wound-inducible hormone often necessary for gene activation [13]. A cDNA microarray
study revealed that out of 6'000 studied genes, 214 were induced by exogenous application
of ethylene [146]. Five of these genes were in our list of AOS- and COI1-independent wound-
induced genes. Arginine decarboxylase 2 (SPE2 ) is also induced in wt, aos and coi1-1
wounded leaves. This may implicate polyamines as wound signals as was proposed by Perez-
Amador [147]. Other signals like calcium or protein phosphorylation are probably activating
the transcription of wound-induced genes, independently of jasmonates [1].
We can postulate that a multitude of wound signals act together with jasmonates to produce
a complete wound response. Both positive and negative interactions should occur to ﬁne
tune the wound expression proﬁle.
6.3.4 ICS1 is controlled by AOS
Isochorismate synthase 1 (ICS1 ) is induced upon wounding in the aos mutant but not in
wt or in coi1-1. This implies that a member of the jasmonate family probably represses this
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gene by a COI1-independent mechanism. ICS1 is involved in pathogen-induced salicylic acid
(SA) production [93]. It converts chorismate to isochorismate which is further transformed
by a pyruvate lyase to SA. Mutation of this gene abolishes pathogen-induced resistance.
Mutual antagonism between SA and JA has been observed previously. Genetic evidence of
antagonism eﬀect of SA on JA has been observed in the eds4 and pad4 mutants which are
impaired in SA accumulation. Both of these plants have a higher induction of JA-dependent
gene expression in response to inducers [95]. NPR1 and WRKY70 are two proteins involved
in this interaction. NPR1 is an ankrin repeat-containing protein, acting downstream of SA
to mediate SA signaling, which triggers the induction of PR gene expression and systemic
acquired resistance (SAR) [148]. Upon induction of SAR, NPR1 is translocated to the
nucleus where it binds TGA/OBF subclass of basic domain/Leu zipper transcription factors
that are involved in the SA-dependent activation of PR genes [149]. Infection of the npr1-
1 Arabidopsis mutant with a virulent strain of Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato induces
a higher concentration of JA and expression of JA-dependent genes, showing that NPR1
is active in repressing JA-synthesis and signaling [78]. Moreover, nuclear localization of
NPR1 is not required for this inhibition [78]. WRKY70 is a transcription factor acting
downstream of SA in SA signaling. Overexpression of WRKY70 leads to the decrease of JA-
dependent gene expression whereas antisense expression of WRKY70 triggers an increased
JA-dependent gene expression [76].
A repressive eﬀect of JA on SA signaling was also noticed in previous studies [75, 96, 150].
Genetic evidence for this has come from three jasmonate mutants, MAP kinase 4 (mpk4 )
[75], suppressor of SA insensitivity 2 (ssi2 ) [96] and coi1-20 [150]. Both mpk4 and ssi2 have
altered JA signaling, increased basal SA concentration and constitutive PR gene expression.
SA concentration and signaling are highly increased in infected coi1-20 mutants but, in
contrast with mpk4 and ssi2, constitutive SA and PR gene expression levels are similar as
those of wt plants [150]. Because wounding is probably not an activator of SA signaling
[151], this observation correlates with the absence of ICS1 induction in coi1-1 wounded
leaves. The ICS1 wound-induction in aos leaves would suggest that this mutation alters the
SA pathway similarly as mpk4 or ssi2. However, careful measurements of SA concentrations
in aos and wt wounded leaves need to be done to reinforce this hypothesis.
6.3.5 A zinc finger protein encoding transcript could be induced by
the elecrophilicity of OPDA
OPDA has been proposed to activate gene expression either through COI1, with its jas-
monate structure, or independently of COI1, with its electrophilic α, β−carbonyl func-
tion (Figure 4.3). Because OPDA application is able to activate the expression of COI1-
independent genes, it has been postulated that the electrophilic motif of OPDA might be
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responsible, along with other electrophiles, for the induction of COI1-independent genes like
GST1 and OPR1 upon wounding [55]. The C2H2 type of zinc-ﬁnger protein At5g04340 is
induced in wt and in coi1-1 mutant but not in aos mutant. Since most if not all the JA
response is acting through COI1, the absence of induction of this gene in the aos mutant
is very probably the consequence of the lack of OPDA. Therefore, this gene might be a
very good marker of the electrophilic gene induction of OPDA. However, the aos mutation
blocks not only the synthesis of jasmonates but also the synthesis of α−and γ−ketols and
their precursors: allene oxides. Because the aos mutation does not distinguish the eﬀect of
OPDA from those of ketols or allene oxides, better demonstration would require the use of
allene oxide cyclase mutants.
6.4 Conclusion
The goal of this study was to investigate whether aos was fully epistatic to coi1-1. We
analyzed global expression proﬁle of wt, aos and coi1-1 in wounded leaves and observed
that many genes are both COI1 and AOS-dependent. However, some genes required a
functional COI1 protein but not an AOS activity and vice-versa. This observation leads us
to reject the notion of full analogy between aos and coi1-1 mutants.
Based on global proﬁling of the wound response, we can draw a model of wound signaling
linked to the SA pathway (Figure 6.3). Wounding induces the liberation of tri-unsaturated
fatty acids from membranes. These are oxygenated to form either jasmonates via the AOS
enzyme, or phytoprostanes, etc by non-enzymatic reactions. OPDA can be transformed
to JA and derivatives but could possibly act as an electrophilic signal to activate, in a
COI1-independent manner, the transcription of some wound-responsive genes. Jasmonate-
dependent gene expression is controlled by COI1 which integrates the signals coming from
both JA and another unknown wound signal(s). Abscissic acid, ethylene and probably other
wound signals regulate jasmonate-independent wound-responsive genes. Because ICS1 is
induced in wounded aos leaves, we postulate that AOS or OPDA could be involved in
repression of SA synthesis.
Taken together, these observations reveal a very complex mechanism of regulation of the
wound response involving many interconnecting signaling molecules/pathways. Combination
of mutants and global expression proﬁling appeared to be very eﬀective and other mutant
combinations would surely provide a deeper knowledge in this domain.
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Figure 6.3: Model of wound signaling. Jasmonates, including jasmonic acid (JA) and 12-
oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA) are the major category of wound signals. The
allene oxide synthase (AOS) protein is involved, together with two other enzymes,
in the conversion of unsaturated fatty acids to OPDA. OPDA might activate
jasmonate-dependent genes with its electrophilic motif and/or is converted to JA.
JA alters jasmonate-dependent gene expression through COI1. Another unknown
wound-inducible signal also acts through COI1. jasmonate-independent wound-
responsive gene induction is probably triggered partially by abscissic acid and
ethylene. Mutual antagonism of the jasmonate and the salicylate (SA) pathway
is also indicated.
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7 Proteomics of the wound response
7.1 Introduction
Although a relatively good correlation (Pearson correlation coeﬃcient = 0.74) between the
number of mRNA molecules and proteins can be established for some genes [152], tran-
scription activity does not always reﬂect protein levels. Because a stimulus could increase
the stability or, in contrast, the degradation of a protein, a combination of microarray and
proteomic analysis is a powerful approach to study post-transcriptional processing of the
transcriptome. The proteomics of the wound response has been studied in rice leaf sheaths
during a time course ranging from 0 to 48 hours post-wound. Ten up-regulated and nine-
teen downregulated proteins were identiﬁed. The rice response to exogenous JA was also
monitored with 2-D gel electrophoresis [153, 154]. Observations include downregulation of
RuBisCO subunits and induction of a PR-5 paralog and a proteinase inhibitor 72 hours after
treatment.
To compare and complete our conclusions obtained with microarray analysis, we decided
to monitor the early wound response of Arabidopsis leaves at the proteomic level. The
involvement of jasmonates will be assessed with the aos and coi1-1 mutants. One of the
question is, are responses to wounding similar in aos and coi1-1 ? One would expect, based
on Chapter 6, basic similarity. Some diﬀerences could be expected however.
7.2 Results
7.2.1 Proteomic analysis of the wound response
In order to identify diﬀerentially expressed proteins in wounded versus control leaves, four
to ﬁve wt leaves were cut with a razor blade at 1 mm. intervals to simulate wounding. Such
a technique should leave an interval of about ten cells between cuts, thus maximizing the
local wound response. Control leaves were hand-manipulated like cut leaves. After 180 min.,
leaves were frozen and proteins were extracted and fractioned into a soluble (fraction 1)
and an insoluble fraction (fraction 2) containing membrane-bound proteins. Only fraction 1
was analyzed in this work. Concentration of proteins was quantiﬁed at OD280 and 100 µg
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were loaded on a 11 cm isoelectric focusing strip, containing an immobilized pH gradient
ranging from 4 to 7. Second dimension migration was done in a 15 % acrylamide denaturing
(SDS) gel. Gels were then silver-stained. Control and wounded samples were processed in
parallel. Gels were scanned at a 300 dpi resolution and 16-bits gray levels. Image analysis
and spot matching were done using the ImageMaster 2D platinum software from Amersham.
Automatic detection and manual adjustment were done to quantify relative spot volumes as
the measure of protein amount. Fold-induction or repression were calculated after normal-
ization. The ImageMaster implemented normalization procedure calculates a normalization
factor with all matched spot volumes of two paired-gels. Protein expression ratios were cal-
culated as means of fold-induction / repression of three biologically independent replicates.
Figure 7.1.A shows a representative pair of gels containing proteins extracted from control
and wounded wt leaves. The resolution of each gel is about 1'200 spots and spot pairs can be
deﬁned for about 1'000 of them. Six induced and 5 repressed spots can be identiﬁed (1.1 % of
total) and are annotated. Increase in spot volume can be visualized with a three-dimensional
representation of the spot (Figure 7.1.B). No cluster of spots, which would correspond to
diﬀerent isoforms of the same protein, is diﬀerentially expressed.
7.2.2 Proteomics of wounded aos and coi1-1 leaves
To assess the importance of the AOS and COI1 proteins in the wound regulation of the
11 identiﬁed spots, we conducted proteomic analysis of wounded wt, aos and coi1-1 leaves.
Proteins were extracted as above three hours post-wounding. Three biologically independent
replicates were done for each experiment. Ratios of normalized spot volumes were calculated
for each replicate. If both control and treated spot volumes were lower than 0.01, meaning
that the spot has a very low signal, the spot was omitted. For each spot, the mean of ratios
represents the fold induction / repression of the replicates. Figure 7.2.B plots the comparison
of spot volume ratios in wt, in coi1-1 and in aos wounded leaves. Spots 110, 421, 1069 are all
induced similarly in wt and in the two mutants. Spots 755 and 916 are induced in a COI1-
and AOS-dependent manner, and thus are likely to be induced by jasmonates. Similarly,
spots 482, 872, 893 (Figure 7.3) and 962 are repressed by jasmonates. These proteins are
either degraded more rapidly in presence of jasmonates or the transcription and translation
of the corresponding genes are decreased by jasmonates. Spot 872 does not reach the twofold
threshold, but similar repression was observed in two more replicates. Finally, spots 584 and
1098 show a diﬀerential repression, respectively induction, between aos and coi1-1 mutants.
Spots 584 is signiﬁcantly repressed in coi1-1 but not in aos and spot 1098 is signiﬁcantly
induced in aos but not in coi1-1, conﬁrming, with a proteomic approach, the non-analogy of
the two mutants. However, because of the small ratios of most of the spots, results must be
taken with care and other experiments, for example western blots, should be done to conﬁrm
these observations.
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Figure 7.1: Proteomic analysis of the wound response in wt leaves. Soluble proteins were
loaded onto focusing strips with an immobilized pH gradient ranging from 4 to
7. A. The resolution of each gel is more than a thousand spots. Diﬀerentially ex-
pressed proteins are labeled. Red squares represent the area shown in B. B. Spot
1098 is induced upon wounding in wt leaves. The coordinates of diﬀerentially
expressed spots are given in Figure 7.2.A.
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Figure 7.2: Proteomics of the wound response in wt, aos and coi1-1 leaves. Spots having
an induction or repression higher than two fold in wt leaves are selected. A.
Coordinates of these spots in a reference gel. B. Volume ratios of these spots in
coi1-1 (gray bars) and aos (white bars) are compared to wt (black bars). Ratios
are mean of triplicate measures.
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Figure 7.3: The volume of spot 893 is lower after wounding in wt but not in aos and coi1-
1 samples. A. Image of spot 893 (arrow). B. 3-dimensional view of the spot
volume.
These eleven spots were excised from a gel, digested by trypsin and fragments were analyzed
by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Because spots were of very low intensities, only one,
755, gave a signiﬁcant signal. Mascot analysis [155] of the fragments identiﬁed this protein
as Tr:Q8GY27, a putative p-nitrophenylphosphatase or a phosphoglycolate phosphatase,
an enzyme involved in photorespiraton. The corresponding AGI is At5g36790. This gene
is spotted as two non-speciﬁc GSTs (referring to At5g36790 and At5g36700) on the 25K
microarray and neither of them shows a signiﬁcant induction or repression upon wounding
(fold induction between 0.5 and 1.1). The increase in protein amount thus appears to be
the result of a higher translation rate or lower degradation rate of the protein that is JA-
dependent. Further experiments with an increased amount of loaded proteins should enable
the identiﬁcation of more spots.
7.3 Discussion
Analysis of the wound response at the proteomic level highlights eleven soluble proteins
diﬀerentially expressed in wounded wt leaves compared to control unwounded leaves. Six
spots have an increased and ﬁve a decreased volume. When assessing the involvement of AOS
and COI1 proteins in the regulation of these spots, we identiﬁed six jasmonate-dependent
spots, not diﬀerentially expressed in aos or coi1-1 mutants, 1 spot is diﬀerentially expressed
in aos but not in coi1-1 and 1 has the opposite pattern of expression, thus conﬁrming the
absence of analogy of the two mutants. Only one protein could be identiﬁed by MALDI-TOF
which encodes a jasmonate-induced putative phospohoglycolate phosphatase. The amount
of this protein is controlled post-transcriptionally, either by an improved stability or an
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enhanced translation rate, as no diﬀerence in gene expression is observed by microarray
experiments after wounding.
7.3.1 Phosphoglycolate phosphatase and wounding
Phospohoglycolate phosphatase (PGP) is an enzyme of the photorespiration, converting
phosphoglycolate, the product of the enzyme ribulose bisphosphate oxigenase (RuBisCO),
to glycolate. Photorespiration occurs when the O2 concentration is too high compared to
CO2 and instead of ﬁxing CO2 in the Calvin cycle, a molecule of O2 binds to the Ru-
BisCO to transform the ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate to phosphoglycolate which then enters
the photorespiration process [156, 157]. Drought is a component of the wound response as
drought-responsive genes were shown to be wound-inducible [21, 131]. Drought and wound
trigger stomatal closure and thus lower CO2 concentration [158]. This leads to enhanced pho-
torespiration and, as a consequence, production of H2O2 which activates an anti-oxidative
response. This response has both signaling and protecting functions. Induction of ascorbate
peroxidase and superoxide dismutase, two enzymes involved in the detoxication of oxygen
radicals, was shown to enhance drought resistance [158]. Moreover, H2O2 is a secondary
signaling molecule involved in abiotic as well as biotic stress responses. SHMT1, a serine
hydroxymethyltransferase, is an enzyme of the photorespiration. shmt1-1 mutants show en-
hanced susceptibility to both pathogens and abiotic stresses, like salt and high light [159],
conﬁrming that the photorespiration is eﬃcient to protect the plant against biotic and abiotic
stresses.
In summary, increases in PGP proteins upon wounding is probably due to stomatal closure
and more eﬃcient binding of O2 to RuBiSCO and therefore activation of photorespiration.
7.3.2 Protein degradation
Wounding of wt leaves triggers a signiﬁcant decrease in the volume of ﬁve spots. This could
either result from a lower transcription and translation rate of the related genes into a short
living protein or an enhanced degradation process of highly stable proteins. Demonstra-
tion of a regulated degradation mechanism would involve the identiﬁcation of the protein
and the analysis of its relative gene transcription and translation. If both processes are
not aﬀected by wounding, the decrease in protein amount would be due to degradation (or
insolubilization). In rice, proteins downregulated in response to wounding include calreti-
culin, a Ca2+-binding protein with a chaperone function, histone H1, hemoglobin and a
putative peroxidase [160]. The downregulation of the peroxidase is somehow surprising, as
peroxidases have been shown to be induced upon wounding. In barley, exogenous JA was
shown to alter RuBisCo translation [161]. While the transcript level remained stable [162],
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addition of JA blocked the de novo synthesis of RuBisCO proteins [161]. Systemin is a
mobile 18-amino acid peptidic wound hormone present in solanaceous plants which triggers
systemic responses by stimulating the jasmonate pathway [163]. It is synthesized as a 200
amino acids precursor, prosystemin, that gets processed to systemin by proteolysis [163].
Tomato and tobacco systemins do not show any sequence homology, but they both activate
systemic gene expression upon wounding [128]. Although no systemin homolog has yet been
found in Arabidopsis, we cannot rule out that no similar peptides are present. Processing
of systemin could, in theory, be monitored in 2-D gels as a decrease in prosystemin spot
volume.
We observed 4 spots with a lower volume in wounded leaves compared to control leaves in wt
plants but not in aos or coi1-1 mutants. This may involve a control of protein degradation
by jasmonates. COI1 is a central regulator of jasmonate signaling. It is part of a large
multi-protein complex, SCFCOI1 [73] that is thought to target a transcriptional repressors
for degradation [89]. Stimulation of jasmonate biosynthesis by wounding of wt leaves would
induce degradation of the repressor whereas absence of jasmonates in aos leaves or disruption
of the SCFCOI1complex in coi1-1 leaves would not alter the amount of repressor. A simi-
lar regulation mechanism was observed for ethylene signaling, where the SCFEBF1/EBF2
complex degrades the repressor EIN3 [164]. During auxin signaling, the SCFTIR1 complex
targets the AUX1/IAA repressor to degradation to trigger a proper response [165]. Identiﬁ-
cation of the SCFCOI1-degraded repressor would be an important step in the comprehension
of jasmonate signaling.
7.4 Conclusion
To complete our study of wound and jasmonate signaling at the transcriptomic level, we
conducted a proteomic analysis of wounded wt, aos and coi1-1 leaves. For consistency with
the previous experiments, we collected samples three hours after the wound. This revealed
eleven spots having a volume ratio more than twofold higher or lower than the control.
Six of them were dependent on AOS and / or COI1. However, most of the ratios were
close to the chosen twofold cutoﬀ. Because a time lapse between the transcription and the
translation of a gene is required, proteomic analysis six hours post-wounding would certainly
have produced more signiﬁcant induction or repression patterns, and probably more spots
would have been selected.
Most identiﬁed spots were faint and thus insuﬃcient amounts of proteins were available
for MALDI-TOF sequencing. We could only identify one spot corresponding to a putative
phosphoglycolate phosphatase. Increased amounts of loaded proteins could probably conduct
to the identiﬁcation of other wound-induced spots.
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However, proteomics appeared to be an eﬃcient technique to identify new important pro-
teins involved in wound and jasmonate signaling. Because protein degradation and post-
transcriptional modiﬁcations cannot be seen at a transcriptomic level, 2-D gel electrophoresis
followed by MALDI-TOF protein identiﬁcation is a very useful complement to microarray
analysis.
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8 Overall conclusion
Two main questions were addressed during this work. Is OPDA, in addition to being a
precursor of JA, an active gene transcription regulator and thus, can we ﬁnd speciﬁc OPDA
marker genes ? And, are aos and coi1-1 mutants analogous, meaning that their phenotype
is similar ? Our approach was based mostly on gene expression analysis and identiﬁcation
of marker genes. We discovered that most of the genes induced by application of exogenous
OPDA were also up-regulated by JA. However, a subset of genes, some of which were im-
plied in abiotic stress response, were exclusively induced by exogenous OPDA. The OPDA
molecule contains an α, β−unsaturated carbonyl function that is lacking in JA. This reactive
electrophile motif was shown previously to be a powerful inducer of glutathione-S-transferase
1 gene [62]. We thus compared the expression proﬁle of 12'000 ESTs in response to OPDA,
JA or CPE, the cyclopentenone ring of OPDA. We concluded that the eﬀect of OPDA treat-
ment is a combination of a jasmonate eﬀect and an electrophile eﬀect. We were not able to
show any OPDA-induced genes that were not up-regulated by either CPE or JA. These two
components of OPDA response were then separated using two mutants.
In wt wounded leaves, both genes up- or down-regulated by the two eﬀects were aﬀected by
the in vivo increase in OPDA and JA concentrations. The aos mutation blocks completely
the production of OPDA and JA and thus the diﬀerential regulation of these genes. The
coi1-1 mutant is impaired in jasmonate signaling [89] and thus cannot sense the jasmonate
eﬀect of OPDA but is probably still sensitive to its electrophile eﬀect. This strategy allowed
us to identify a zinc ﬁnger protein that is induced by wounding of wt and coi1-1 but not
aos leaves. Because zinc ﬁnger proteins are often transcription factors involved in signaling,
this identiﬁed protein may be a component of the transmission or the regulation of the
electrophile response. This could be tested ﬁrst by conﬁrming the results by quantitative RT-
PCR, analyzing the expression pattern of this gene in conditions known to increase OPDA
concentration and by studying knock-out mutants of this gene. Global microarray analysis
of this mutant could identify targets of the transcription factor that could be conﬁrmed by
mobility-shift assays. Proteomic analysis of the wound response also identiﬁed a spot that
was signiﬁcantly induced in wt and aos but not in coi1-1 leaves. However, the protein was
not identiﬁed and diﬀerences in volume induction were less spectacular than gene expression
ratios of the zinc ﬁnger proteins' transcript.
In order to distinguish diﬀerent biological functions of OPDA and JA, we analyzed the
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involvement of these molecules in systemic wound signaling. We compared wt plants, having
both OPDA and JA, opr3 plants, lacking JA but not OPDA and aos plants lacking both
compounds. When half of the plant was wounded, we observed a complete absence of
both JA-dependent and JA-independent gene induction in distal unwounded leaves of the
opr3 mutant and a very high induction of JA-independent genes is aos mutants. We then
concluded that, if jasmonates were not the mobile wound signals, they were strongly involved
in its regulation, conﬁrming previous observations [123, 42]. We hypothesized an antagonistic
eﬀect of JA and OPDA, JA being an inducer of distal gene transcription in wt leaves and
OPDA a repressor of systemic signaling in opr3 plants. To conﬁrm this theory, we monitored
the expression of RNS1 in local wounded and distal unwounded leaves supplied with either
JA or OPDA. Application of JA in both local and distal opr3 leaves triggered a dramatic
increase in RNS1 distal expression, conﬁrming the involvement of JA as a positive regulator
of systemic wound signaling. However, when OPDA was inﬁltrated into aos leaves, RNS1
expression in distal leaves was also induced, in contradiction with its supposed repressor
function. We ﬁnally elaborated one model of systemic wound signaling. Jasmonates and
an unknown molecule would be positive regulators of systemic signaling that compete with
a negative regulator, which should be AOS-dependent. We hypothesized that it could be
the allene oxide or α− and γ−ketols, three products of the AOS enzyme. One experiment
could be done to test this theory. It requires the application of exogenous α− or γ−ketols to
wounded aos leaves and subsequent monitoring of the distal wound response. The inhibitory
eﬀect of ketols on systemic signaling should restore an opr3 phenotype. Because of the very
short half-life of allene oxides [81, 82], similar experiments would be very diﬃcult to conduct
with these compounds.
Because JA is not produced in the aos mutant [85] and coi1-1 controls most if not all JA
signaling [33], we might suppose an analogy between the two phenotypes and therefore an
epistasy of aos to coi1-1. However we could not rule out that a member of the jasmonate
family could alter gene expression independently of COI1 or that a non-jasmonate signal acts
through COI1. Therefore, we compared the transcriptome of wt, aos and coi1-1 wounded
leaves. While many wound-responsive genes are similarly induced in both mutants, we iden-
tiﬁed genes aﬀected by the aos mutation but not by the coi1-1 mutation and vice-versa.
This clearly demonstrates the non-analogy of the mutations. As mention above, a zinc ﬁn-
ger protein encoding transcript is induced by a jasmonate, probably OPDA, independently
of COI1. We also identiﬁed some COI1-dependent genes that are also induced in the aos
mutant. Because OPDA and JA have a similar chemical structures, they may share the
same receptor and therefore the same signaling pathway including COI1. We thus suppose
that if a non-jasmonate signal is acting through COI1, it could have a jasmonate-like struc-
ture. Phytoprostanes comprise a huge family of fatty acid derived molecules, formed by
the non-enzymatic oxidation of tri-unsaturated fatty acids. Some members are very abun-
dant and resemble OPDA [130]. Thus, phytoprostanes are possible candidates for being
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COI1-dependent wound signals. Because no enzymes are required for their synthesis, it is
very diﬃcult to genetically separate each phytoprostane. The fad3-2, 7-2, 8 mutant does
not accumulate the primary substrate for the production of phytoprostanes and thus could
be useful to assess the importance of these molecules in wound signaling. Application of
exogenous phytoprostanes to coi1-1 plants could also conﬁrm the involvement of the COI1
protein in phytoprostane signaling.
It is known that SA and JA have antagonistic eﬀects on each other [90]. During this work we
have discovered preliminary evidence that an AOS-derived compound inhibits, independently
of COI1, the synthesis of SA. We showed that the gene encoding isochorismate synthase 1
(ICS1), an enzyme of the SA synthesis pathway, is activated by wounding in aos but not in
wt nor in coi1-1 leaves. Therefore, the wound-induction of ICS1 is probably restrained by
an AOS-dependent compound. This inhibition may be triggered by the electrophilic eﬀect
of OPDA. However, no SA quantiﬁcation was done and level of ICS1 transcripts may not
correlate with level of SA. Moreover, wounding is not known to induce a strong accumulation
of SA. Tests of this hypothesis should be done in conditions where both JA and SA signaling
are involved. SA quantiﬁcation in wt, aos and coi1-1 leaves infected by Erwinia carotovora
or Pseudomonas syringae could produce better evidence of this inhibition.
Finally, we studied the proteome of the wound response. We identiﬁed two spots that dis-
tinguish the aos and the coi1-1 mutants, conﬁrming their non-analogy. Out of the eleven
up- or down-regulated spots in wt wounded leaves, we observed 4 downregulated AOS- and
COI-dependent spots. Since the repression appears very early after the stress, these spots
may be involved in the establishment of the JA signaling. The SCFCOI1/CSN complex is
supposed to target a repressor of JA signaling for degradation [73]. The gene encoding this
repressor is probably constitutively expressed and wounding would not alter its transcrip-
tion rate. Therefore, its identiﬁcation could be done by monitoring JA-dependent protein
degradation. Unfortunately, none of the identiﬁed spots gave a signiﬁcant signal during
MALDI-TOF analysis. The signal could be enhanced by loading a higher amount of pro-
teins. Because wounding involves many signaling processes, proteomic analysis of JA-treated
leaves could decrease the number of non-jasmonate, diﬀerentially expressed proteins. How-
ever, proteomic analysis is limited by sample preparation techniques. Only abundant and
soluble proteins were analyzed in this study. This number could be increased by analyzing
membrane proteins, but low abundance proteins would be very diﬃcult, if not impossible to
resolve. The jasmonate repressor(s) should then be abundant proteins to be detected by this
method. Because the SCFCOI1/CSN complex is probably not associated with membranes,
the JA repressor should also, in theory, be soluble.
Taken together, this study demonstrated that OPDA is not only a precursor of JA but is
also able to regulate gene expression either by its jasmonate structure, involving signaling
through COI1 or by its electrophilic structure, independently of COI1. This eﬀect, however,
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was diﬃcult to reveal and may only aﬀect a relatively small number of genes. We also
showed that COI1 is not only active in jasmonate signaling, but also regulates a yet unknown
signaling pathway. Proteomic analysis allowed us to carry out a preliminary investigation
of protein degradation that is likely to be a major component of jasmonate signaling. This
study opened doors to understanding wound signaling at both local and systemic levels, to
deﬁne biological signiﬁcance of OPDA elecrophilicity and to identify new key regulators of
jasmonate signaling.
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Annexe 1: cDNA microarray data
Supplementary tables 1 to 4 are on the enclosed CD or can be accessed at: http://
ludwig-sun2.unil.ch/~rliechti/thesis/.
Supplementary table 1 Mean expression ratios of genes after OPDA and JA treatments.
Supplementary table 2 Mean expression ratios of genes during a wound time course in wt,
aos and coi1-1 leaves
Supplementary table 3 Mean expression ratios of genes in local wounded and distal un-
wounded wt, aos and coi1-1 leaves
Supplementary table 4 Global analysis of mean expression ratios of genes in local wounded
wt, aos and coi1-1 leaves
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Annexe 2: Arabidopsis 2-D electrophoresis
Solutions
• Mixture 1:
 1 Complete tablet (proteinase inhibitors cocktail tablet, Molecular Biochemicals
Roche, Manheim, Germany) in 2 ml of:
∗ 100 mM KCl
∗ 20% v/v glycerol
∗ 50 mM Tris, pH 7.1
store as 50 µl aliquots at -20C
• Mixture 2:
 1 mM pepstatin A
 1.4µMphenylmethylsulfonylﬂuoride (PMSF)
 dissolved in EtOH
store at -20C
• Mixture 3:
 1 Complete tablet dissolved in 2ml of:
∗ 0.2M KCl
∗ 20% v/v glycerol
∗ 0.1M phosphate buﬀer, pH 7.1
store as 50 µl aliquots at -20C
• Buﬀer 4:
 100 mM phosphate buﬀer, pH 7.1
 0.2 M KCl
 20% glycerol
 2 mM MgSO4
 2% w/v amidosulfobetaine 14 (ASB 14)
store at 4C
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• Solution 5:
 700 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)
 7 M urea
 2 M thiourea
store at 4C
• Equilibration buﬀer 1:
 6 M urea
 0.375 M Tris, pH 8.8
 2% Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
 20% glycerol
 2% (w/v) dithiothreitol (DTT)
• Equilibration buﬀer 2:
 6 M urea
 0.375 M Tris, pH 8.8
 2% SDS
 20% glycerol
 2.5% (w/v) iodoacetamide
Caution: Equilibration buﬀers 1 and 2 should not by heated to more than 37 degrees !!
Stock solutions containing urea, Tris, SDS and glycerol can be stored at 4C.
• Rehydratation / Sample Buﬀer:
Concentrations for 10ml
8 M urea 4.8g urea
2% CHAPS 0.2g CHAPS
50 mM DTT 0.077g DTT
0.08% ampholyte 4-6 20 µlBio-Lyte 4-6 (40%)
0.08% ampholyte 6-8 20 µlBio-Lyte 6-8 (40%)
0.04% ampholyte 8-10 20 µlBio-Lyte 8-10 (20%)
0.001% bromophenol blue 100 µl BFB 0.1%
-> add H2O to 10 ml
Store at 4C.
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• Overlay agarose solution:
 0.5% agarose in 1X TGS buﬀer
 Bromophenol blue
• 1stdimension running procedure
(using BioRad protean IEF cell)
 Preset method ->
 Rapid ∆V ->
 Focus temp.: 20C
 S1: 250V for 15min
 S2: unit: HRS: min
 S2: 4000V for 2h. (7 cm strip) or 8000V for 2h30 (11 cm strip)
 S3: unit: VHours
 S3: 4000V  -> 20'000VHours (7 cm strip) or 8000V  -> 35'000VHours (11 cm
strip)
 S4: no voltage
Protein extraction
(Based on: Giavalisco et al., Electrophoresis 2003, 24, 207-216)
Fraction 1
• Weight the empty centrifuge tubes (to calculate the weight of pellet after fraction1)
• Add 13.75µl of mixture 1 and 3.35µl of mixture 2 to 100 mg of frozen leaves
• Grind to ﬁne powder in a mortar (liquid N2)
• Centrifuge the homogenate for 30 min at 226'000 x g at 4C.
• Put 50µl of supernatant in a new Eppendorf tube
• Leave on ice until protein precipitation
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Fraction 2
• Add to pellet 1
 0.1375 parts (v/w) mixture 3 with 4% w/v CHAPS
 1 part (v/w) buﬀer 4.
• Grind in liquid N2
• Add to the homogenate 0.025 parts v/w of Benzonase (DNase, Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany)
• Stir at 4C for 45 min.
• Add 23% v/w solution 5
• Stir at RT for 45 min (urea completely dissolved)
• Centrifuge 30 min at 226'000 x g at 17C
• Proceed to protein precipitation
Protein precipitation
• Add to 50µl of protein:
 200µl MeOH
 50µl CHCl3
 150µl H2O
• Centrifuge for 5 min.
• Remove upper phase (proteins are in interphase)
• Add 150µl MeOH
• Centrifuge for 5 min.
• Remove supernatant
• Air dry pellet
• Resuspend in ~200µl Rehydration / Sample Buﬀer
• Quantify the protein using a NanoDrop spectrometer, OD280 protein quantiﬁcation
method
• Sample should be used immediately but otherwise can be stored as -80C.
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Gel
(BioRad, ReadyStrip Instruction Manual)
1st dimension (isoelectric focusing)
• Pipet 100 µg of protein and add Rehydration / Sample Buﬀer to reach 125 or 185µl
(for 7 or 11cm strips).
• Apply 125 / 185µl of sample for a 7 / 11 cm strip as a line along the back edge of a
channel in rehydration tray
• Peel the coversheet from the ReadyStrip IPG strip using forceps
• Gently place the strip (gel face down) onto the sample (avoid air bubbles)
• Leave 1h at 20C
• Apply gently 2 / 4 ml of mineral oil to cover the strip
• Leave O/N at 20C covered with a plastic lid
• Using forceps, place a paper wick at both ends of the channels covering the wire
electrodes
• Pipet 8µl of water (nanopure) onto each wick
• Using forceps, hold the strip vertically for about 7-8 sec. and blot the tip of the strip
on ﬁlter paper to remove oil
• Place the strip gel side down on the focusing tray.
• Cover each strip with 1.5/3.5 ml of mineral oil
• Close the cover
• Run the 1stdimension following running procedure.
• Using forceps, hold the strip vertically for about 7-8 sec and blot the tip of the strip
on ﬁlter paper to remove oil
• Put the strip on rehydration tray gel side up.
• Can be stored at -80C
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2nd dimension (gel electrophoresis)
• Prepare a 0.75 mm wide 15% acrylamide (0.2 bisacrylamide) gel (better the previous
day, leave at 4C)
 Example for 2 14 cm wide gels:
∗ 14.4 ml H2O
∗ 15 ml 40% acrylamide mix
∗ 10 ml 1.5M Tris (pH 8.8)
∗ 0.2 ml 20% SDS
∗ 0.4 ml 10% ammonium persulfate
∗ 0.016 ml Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED)
• Remove the mineral oil from the strip by placing it onto a piece of dry ﬁlter (gel side
up)
• Transfer the blotted strip to the equilibration tray (gel side up).
• Add 2.5 / 4 ml of equilibration buﬀer 1 for a 7 / 11 cm strip
• Place the tray on an orbital shaker (50 rpm) for 10 min.
 Complete the preparation of equilibration buﬀer 2 with iodoacetamide
• Remove the equilibration buﬀer from the tray
• Add 2.5 / 4 ml of equilibration buﬀer 2 for a 7 / 11 cm strip
• shake for 10 min.
 Melt the overlay agarose solution in microwave oven
• Discard the equilibration buﬀer 2
• Fill a 10 ml cylinder with Tris-Glycine-SDS (TGS) running buﬀer. Use a Pasteur
pipette to remove any bubbles on the surface.
• Dip the strip brieﬂy in the cylinder
• Place the strip gel side up onto the back plate.
• Add 0.5% agarose in 1 x Tris-Glycine-SDS (TGS) buﬀer (Pasteur pipette) on top of
acrylamide gel.
• Using a 25µl Hamilton syringe (or spatula), place the strip onto the acrylamide gel.
Avoid bubble.
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• Allow agarose to solidify (5 min.)
• Add prestained markers
• Run the gel in 1 x Tris-Glycine-SDS (TGS) buﬀer (200V for 7cm or 30mA/gel for
11cm)
Silver Staining
(Silver Staining Kit, Amesham Biosciences, Otelﬁngen, Switzerland )
Step Solutions Time
Fixation 100 ml Ethanol 30 min.
25 ml Acetic acid glacial
Make up to 250 ml with distilled water
Sensitizing 75 ml Ethanol 30 min.
1.25 ml Glutardialdehyde (25% w/v)*
10 ml Sodium thiosulfate
1 packet Sodium acetate (17g)
Make up to 250 ml with distilled water
Washing Distilled water 3x5 min.
Silver Reaction 25 ml Silver nitrate solution (2.5% w/v) 20 min.
0.1 ml Formaldehyde (37% w/v)*
Make up to 250 ml with distilled water
Washing Distilled water 2x1 min.
Developing 1 packet Sodium carbonate (6.25 g) 2-5 min.
0.05 ml Formaldehyde (37%)*
Make up to 250 ml with distilled water
Stir vigorously to dissolve
Stopping 1 packet EDTA-Na2•2H2O (3.65 g) 10 min.
Make up to 250 ml with distilled water
Washing Distilled water 3x5 min.
Preserving 25 ml Glycerol (87% w/w) 20 min.
Make up to 250 ml with distilled water
* Glutardialdehyde and Formaldehyde should be added just prior to use
Gels can be stored at room temperature in plastic bags
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